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Lindsay Slashes C UNY Budget

Boord Of High:er Education Continues
With Plons Approved In July

Lindsay And
Rocky Say No

(CWS) Cutting CUNY's budget .request by $41 million
this week, Mayor Lindsay dealt what is considered by some
as a staggering blow to Open Admissions.
The Board of Higher Education requested an operating
budget of $371 million for the fiscal year 1970-71. Lindsay
certified a budget of $330 million.
In addition, the Mayor's budget request for the Univer
sity provides for an enrollment in September 1970 of only
32,500 students - a figure 2500 lower than anticipated by
the Board of Hig·her Education under Op�n Admissions.
"Frankly the mayor's letter is qeeply disappointing and
fills me with foreboding," was Dr. Albert Bowker's immediate
reaction. "It seriously threatens our entire open admissions
program more than it supports it by asking tl.ie state to pay
for almost all of it. " Dr. Bowker is the University Chan
cellor. (See pg. 3)
Another danger to Open Admissions is posed by the
Mayor's qualified certification in that Lindsay's budget provi
sion for an increased enrollment is contingent upon Governor
Rockefeller's approval of the Master Plan amendment which
incorporates open admissions for next September.
In a statement released earlier this week the governor
expressed dissatisfaction with the UNiveri;;ity's plan of im
plementing Open Admissions. Governor Rockefeller suggested
that the plan is not viable and that it would damage the
academic standards of the University.
The plan calls for those students with an 80 average or
better or those students who graduate in the top half of
their class to be guaranteed admission to a senior college.
All others are guaranteed admission to community colleges.
The Board of Regents is scheduled to move on this plan
December 18-19. The final approval rests with Governor
Rockefeller who hinted in his statement that he would pre
sent his own state-wide plan for open admissions but that
(Continued on Page 2)

Prof. Rothman Will
Advise About Draft
1

On July 9, the Board of Higher Education approved an historical resolution advancing
the target date for Open Admissions from 1975 (as stated in our 1964 Master Plan) to Sep
tember 1970, subject to the provision of sufficient funds by the City and State govern
ments to finance this major move.
-
The action of July 9 followed a�•------------------ ---series of consultative meetings of the University, ,effective Sep- and specifically to the senior units
with represen tatives of organiza tember 1970,,
of the' University. Both criteria
tions within and outside the Uni
As for the central formula for have educati'onal merit, and both
vernity. Our action was based on the allocation of students to the are used widely by many colleges
the most urgent considerations of various places in the University and universities in their admissions
public necessity a nd equity, in system, we have now developed a processes. The use of high school
cluding a widespread insistence plan which represents, in our judg- average measures a student's per
that five graduating classes of. high ment, the b�st elements of all of formance against all other students
school seniors between 1970 and the many constructive proposals in his own and other schools. The
1975 must n ot be denied an oppor and suggestions which were made use of ra�k in class evaluates the
tunity fo1: higher education pend - most especially the proposals of performance of students in com
ing the gradual achievement of our the Admissions Commission, and petition with peers in their own
Master Plan goal by 1975. The ur the related proposal of the Univer- high school, and provides college
gency of these demands required sity Senate. This plan serves the going motivation for students in
immediate response and remedy. essential purposes of open a dmis- each high school in the City. Data
Hence, on July 9 we advanced sions, enhances those values to indicating the performance of stu
the goal from 1975 to 1970, and which the University is basically dents in the secondary schools in
scheduled an intensive process of committed, and meets the criteria our City show that rank in class is
internal and public consultation to of technical feasibility and prac- an effective means of minimizing
test the comprehensive acceptabil ticality.
the differences in college oppor
This plan conforms to the follow- tunity now caused by great vari
ity of the Open Admissions pro
gram and to determine specific ing six guidelines set forth in our ances in the grading patterns of
formulas for the allocation of resolution of J.uly 9 as the basis different high schools.
The concept of rank in class was
place,s in the University system on fo,r <;lesigning the student allocaa component of the three plans
tion formula:
the basis ·of individual choice.
-admission
University
submitted
to
some
by the Commission, and
The process began with the es
program to be offered all high of the admission plan approved by
tablishment of a broadly represen
school graduates of the City; the University Senate. We approve
tative Commission on Admissions
-remedial and other supportive oflthis concept, and we are adopt
a nd ended with numerous consul
s orvices for all students re- ing it as a major part of the new
tations and public hearings in-·
quiring them;
plan which considers both high
volving over 130 individuals repre
-mai
ntenance and enhancement school average and percentile rank
senting more than 80 organizations.
of the standards of academic in class as the basic criteria for
After .a five-month process of in
excellence of the University's student allocation. This will per
volvement with affected groups
colleges;
mit the establishment of admission
who are part of the U niversity, ,
-ethnic
integration of the col- groupings that combine the a dconcerned groups outside the Uni
leges
;_
vantages
of both the present sysversity, and the general public, we
-student mobility between vari- tern and the use of high school
have found, above all, a predomi
ous
programs
a
nd u nits of the class rank criterion.
na nt support for the Open Admis
University;
This combined grade and class
sions policy as expressed by the
-continued admission of all stu- rank plan will provide an equitable ·
Board on July 9. Consequently, the
dents who would have been ad- system that will assure the choice
Board of Higher Education hereby
mitted to specific community of college and prbgram to those
reaffirms its policy to offer ad
or senior college� under- past admitted under past academic
mission to all New York City high
admissions criteria.
criteria 'who have excelled in pre
school students ·graduating in June
Substantial differences of opi- vious high school work. It will, at
1970 and _thereafter to some college
nion have been expressed over the the same time, introduce a critically
question of whethei- a student's needed incentive for competitive
high school average or rank in his effort within those high, schools of
high school class should be utilized the City from which relatively
THIS WEEK IN
as the primary criterion to allocate small numbers of students have
THE REPORTER
studen ts to the various colleges,
(Continued on Page 4)
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POET'S OO'RNER ........
2
,A diversified selection from
your favorite poet lauretes
.-
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I'D RATHER BE RIGHT
THAN
Herb Rothman discusses the
new draft system.

ATTACK _______
Paul Guzzardo reflects on
friendship.

Professor Rothman will advise about the draft.

Professor Edward Rothman, Law Department, will be
holding two discussions, advising on the new lottery system
and on admissions to law school.
On Monday, December 15, at 9:30 P.M. , in Room 4
South, Dr. Rothman will inform students of all their rights
and privileges under the new lottery system. Professor
Rothman is a Selective Service Appeals Agent.
With the cooperation of Dean Saidel, Curricular Guid
ance Professor Rothman will discuss admissions to law
scho�l. This event is scheduled for December 18, at 12:15
P.M. in Room 4 North.

Hostos Is New

CUNY College

Hostos Community College has been accepted as a "Cor
respondent" by the Middle States Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, a non-profit accreditation organization
OPINION ______ 4 that evaluates the performance of educational institutions,
Zave Unger on the Viet
Dr. Nasry Michelen, president of the college, announced to
,�i----- ------Nam peace negotiations.
day,
The .Correspondent s�:it?s mea� Delaware, the District of Colum
ANOTHER FACE
that the college has . given ev1- I bia, Maryland, New Jersey, New
Barbara Pick writes about
den<_:e of sound planrun_g and of York, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico
the tragedy in Viet-Nam.
�avmg the resources t� 11;11pleme.nt and the Virgin Islands.
.
THE GRADUATE TEMPER
.
its plans," the association said.
Hos�os Commuru!y College 1�
Cavalier on the Procrustean
This status is preliminary to full
Effect.
accred itation which can be achieved th: eighth . autho:1zed . two-year
urut of the_ Cit� Uruvers1ty o! New
after further evaluation.
Y
FROM THE FACULTY........... 4
The Middle States Association ork and 1t will be locat:d m t�e
Prof. Jacobs asks Who
is one of six regional organiza- South Bronx. ?1.asses will be�m,
t
needs traffic management?
tions of the Commission 011 Insti- next September m he Concomse
Plaza Hotel, 900 �rl;nd Concourse,
CROSSWORD PUZZLE ........ 11 tutions of Higher Education, which
space
have been
fac1ht1es
where
sets standards of quality and i denLooks easy? Try it!!!
leased.
Plus articles of lasting interest tifies institutions that achieve
Immediate benefits the college
them. States and areas comprising
from our dynamic staff.
,_____________,. the association are the Canal Zone,
(Continued on Page 2)
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R EPO R TER

Lette·rs to the Psychology Club
Edito-r
Starts Next Terril

To the Editor:
The Psychology Department is planning to sponsor an
Last week I read yow· editorial evening session Psychology Club next semester. Professo1�
on. WBMB and, I would · like to Walter Reichman will be the faculty advisor to-the·clnb and-is
JAY SIEGEL
conect your n:risleading informa
Editor-in-Chief
tion and to explain to the evening currently seeking interested students to help him plan for·
Sheldon Sweid _____________c-roduction Manager session students why there is no the club. Membership in the club will be open to all evening
eatures Editor music. The main reason for the session students regardless of whether they are majoring in
Alfred Charasz
Josephine M. Tuzzeo
Copy Editor station closing was because both psychology.
ews Editor of our turntables were broken. Not
Lawrence Kalish
Prof. Reichman believes there are enough evening ses
rts Editor one, as stated in your editorial.
Pat Figorito
Herb Rothman
pecial Projects Editor These turntables were beyond re- sion students, regardless of their major, who have an interest
Penelope Lockbridge
hoto Editor pair, so new turntables had to be in psychology and who would like to participate in discus
__________________,,_dvertising Manage1· ordered,· While the station was off sions, hear speakers, and see films which are interesting and
Ilene Mass _______________Office Manager the air for two weeks, (not three
Ken Weiner --------------�it.Siness Manager weeks as you stated it) it was de- relevant to their lives and qccupations. For example, mem-
Val Cavalier ______________ ,Graduate Liaison cided by the executive· board to bers could attend Psychodrama, plays and lectures and then
Lewis Sturm ---------------"'ditor Emeritus have the station remodeled. The discuss their experiences at club meetings. In addition, de
Marion Johnston ------------�ditor Emeritus remodeling is almost finished and monstrations .of sensitivity training procedures, and special
Burt Beagle ________________,,,ditor Emeritus the new equipment is now being ized meetings on career planning, the role of psychology in
NEWS AND FEATURE STAFFS: Reuben Samuel, Wendy Drobes, installed.
Even if the station was on the various industries, and courses to talrn in psychology can be·
Mike Strick, Joel Thaler, Annette Bruccolori, Paul Guzzardo,
Robert Lewis, Frank Kump, Harriet Freedman, Barbara' Pick, air, there would be very little held. There are· many psychologists who would come to speak
broadcasting
during the evening to the group. Additional activities can derive from the inter
Juliette Le Claire, Farrell Nesson, Zave Unger.
hours. The evening session has ests of the members. The range and variety of activities is
MAX SEIG EL
failed to produce a sufficient
Faculty Advis01'
,
__________________________
1 amount of students' to operate the g1·eat. What is needed is an organization of interested people.
All individuals interested in working with Dr. Reichman
Published weekly during the school term by the Publications Association of the station. Only a handful of students
Evening Session .of The Bernard M. Baruch College, The City University of New applied for evening shows and only should contact him in Room 509A between 8 :15 to 8 :45 p.m.
York. Address all communlcatlons to The R�porter, !lox 9D, 137 East 22nd Street,
New York, N, Y. 10010 - 307-E Student Center, Office hours 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. half of these students showed up on Tuesdays and Thursdays or by mail, leaving a number
Monday through Thursday. Telephone GRamercy 3-7748 or ORegon 3-7700 Ext. 313, for training. There have been no
where they can be reached. As plans develop for the Psy
Editorial opinions are the view of The Managing Board and do not. necessarily
represent those of the College or the University, National Advertising Representative tices on the WBMB bulletin board
stating that more personnel were chology Club, students will be informed by articles in the
The National Educational Advertising Service.
needed for evening session shows. Reporter.
There was also an article in the
WBMB newsletter asking for more
students to do shows. Our news
letter was available to all students
in the main building and also in
the student center.
If we do not get enough stu
dents to do evening shows, there
will be very little( if ·any) broad
casting for the evening session
students and you will have nobody
By PAT FIG0RITO
THE BERNARD M. BARUCH COLLEGE
.to blame but yourselevs for your
On April 5, 1951, a day of little historical significance, Tina Colone
lack of student pa'lticipation. Our
REPOR'I1 OF THE
was born. Lit.tie did she know at the time that she was destined to
PRESIDENT'S COMMITTEE ON CAMPUS RIGHTS.
Personnel director Tony Anaman
has worked very hard this term become Baruch's most beautiful baby. Yes it's true; this humble little
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
girl from Queens has made it big at Baruch.
The Committee on Campus Rights and Responsibilities was ap trying to get the evening shows
The event was sponsored by Boosters, the school service organiza
pointed by President Weaver and charged with the duty to develop a started, but with a lack of stu
tion, of which, Tina is a prospective member. The contestants were
statement of principles that would serve as guidelines for behavior dents, it's hard to do.
new WBMB should be ready
in the exercise of rights and the execution of responsibilities by all forThe
judged
on the basis of their baby pictures. Tina's was taken when she
on the air training in a week
segments of the College - administration, faculty and students. An or so
and we will notify The Re was eighteen months old.
effort has been made to keep this report as brief as possible so that
porter, when and where the eve
Miss Colone, a graduate of Richmond Hill High School, is at
every member of the C.ollege community may be encouraged to read it. ning students may apply for shows.
present a Freshman liberal arts major at the college. Aside from the
Work of the Committee
I hope we get a great response _personal satisfaction of knowing that of all the babies at Baruch she
The Committee decided at the outset that its function was not to for shows, so that you may again
pass upon specific problems but rather to lay down a basic philosophy listen to the music you want to ii;; the cutest, Tina was awarded a white and gold picture album'.
that could help make the Baruch College the kind of institution that hear.
Congratulations Tina.
would be 1·elevant to, and effective in meeting, the needs of students,
Sincerely,
faculty and administration, To obtain guidance on what those needs are
Ed Carpenter
and the direction in which change is desirable, the Committee, with the
Technical Director,
approval of the President and the faculty, conducted a Rights and
WBMB
Responsibilities Day, the purpose of which was to stimulate discussion.
Reports rendered on classroom discussions by both student recorders
and faculty members have been summarized in a memorandum that ..------------� 1:
was sent to the President.
The Committe was mindful of the �act that other agencies of the
College and the University were at work in the same gener;i.l areas.
Baruch College had established a Committee on Governance charged
with responsibility for overhauling the stn1cture of the College, In
The Placement Office cordial
addition, the President appointed a special committee to , function
through the summer of 1969 for the purpose of discussing specific ly invites all members of the
Class of June 1970 and MBA
proposals presented by a "Third World Committee" affecting the in
terests of black and Puerto Rican students. Because of some overlap Candidates to attend a pre On
in membership between our Committee and the other committees we .Campus Recruiting Program
were kept aware of the progress made in dealing with those matters. Orientation Session. Topics such
At the same time, we were kept apprised of policy statements as job hunting procedures, the
adopted by the Board of Higher Education since the appointment of preparation and use of resumes
our Committee. We are, of course, bound by the policies of the Board, and the latest labor market in
as embodied in its statement of May 5, 1969, dealing with the problem formation will be discussed.
The meting will take place on
of disruption on college campuses, and its statement of July 8, 1969,
dealing with proposals for black and Puerto Rican studies, special Thursday, December 11, 1969 in
Room
4 South, Main Building
orientation programs for minority group students, the SEEK program
from 1 noon to 1:00 P.M.
and the so-called "open admissions policy."

Report On Rights And
Responsihililies Civ,en
By Baruch Committee

Boosters Select
Beautiful Baby

1

SHE MUST

On-Cam·pus
Recruiting

HAVE BEIEN
A

·BEAUTIFUL
BABY

Basic Principles

We have held discussions on positions adopted by other institutions
such ,as Harvard University and on specific points of conflict that have
arisen on other campuses. In the light of the data we have assembled (Continued on Page 5)

Lindsay and Rocky Say No
(Continued from Page 1)

Hostos College
(Continued from Page 1)
will receive include recognition in
directories and official publica
tions that are used by governmen
tal and other agencies and the re
ceipt of these publications and
other correspondences.
Application for membership into
the association was made by D1·.
Michelen in September.He was no
tified this month of the college's
probationary status.

this plan would not be implemented in September 1970 as
the City University is planning.
Of the $330 million certified in the Mayor's budget, $35
million for open admissions was made contingent by the
Mayor upon Rockefeller's approval of the Univ·ersity's plan.
The $330 million certified by the Mayor represents an
increase of $89 million over this year's budget. Of that $89 �
million increase, the Mayor, in his letter of certification to Honest,
the Governor, proposed that the state allocate $4' 2 million
Big Dave Isn't
to the University by increasing its allocation for state pro
gTams in remedial education - such as SEEK (Search for
Little Zave
Elevation, Education and Knowledge) and College Discovery.
(Continued on Page 5)
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'CAUS-E
BABY
LOOK AT

HER
NOW
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I'd �ather Be Right Than... Lincoln
Center
By HERB ROTHMAN

SELECTIVE SLAVERY
When I was a child growing u p in Brooklyn, the kids in o ur neigh
borhood (in the days before urban renewal programs we had blocks
and neighborhoods not comm unity development areas) played a game
called "number, nu'mber, what is the nu mber?" The rules of this game
were quite simple, as were the rules of any street game. One person
wo uld pick a n umber, usually from 1 to 100, then everyone �]se wou��
tt-y and guess it. The nearer yo u came to the number, the warmer
or "hotter" yo u would be. Conversely, the further away you were from
the number tl).e "colder�' you were. Surprisingly, last Tuesday_ at
Baruch I saw a similar game being played. The rules were a httle
different and a lot more sophisticated. A student would approach
another student, both friend and stranger alike, and ask, "What nu m
ber are you?" If the answer was anywhere between 175 and 366 the
first student would then reply, "That's great. My number is --." If
the number was below 175 then the reply was, "Oh, too bad. My :r:i-um
ber is --." Only those st udents with numbers above 175 would do
the asking. It seemed that the higher the number the mo7e Jrtatus
a student had. The game stemmed from the draft lottery picked the
day before. Everyone was playing the game. Even members of the
fairer sex who because of our discriminatory laws were exempt,
played. I, � vete�an, was even caught u p in the great numbers racket.
If I were still eligible for the draft, my number wo uld have been
271.
My mind started to wander and my imagination began to work in
true Walter Mitty style. The time was no longer 1969, but 184�. I
was no longer a white middle-class American, but instead! an Afncan
native brought to this country by slave traders to be sold m the sou th
ern slave market. There were 366 of us aboard the slave boat, but,
because of the demands on the free market system, only 175 of us
were needed as slaves. The remaining ones would be give!1; thefr
freedom. The fact that all of us had been free before o ur arnval m
America was irrelevant. The great lottery drum rolled and my number
was 271. Now that I was once again free, my thoughts were not of
the 175 who were being marched off to slavery or death (or both), but
of my own life and what I would do with it now that I had a rep;ieve.
Again my imagination ran wild. This time, instead of bem� a
Black I was a Jew. My slave ship became the entrance of Auschewrtz.
The Nazis had ro unded us up because we were "enemies of the father
land." Our captors had informed u s that 175 of us woul� be m_arched
into the concentration camp and the balance would be given visas to
Amer,ica (I said my imagination ran wild). The lottery drum rolled
I was number 271. I would be given my freedom. My thoughts were
not of the 175 being marched off to sla very or death ( or both), but
of my own life and what I would do with it now that I had a reprieve.
My thoughts returned to the present. I thought of all those with
numbers below 175. I thought of how their Hv:es wo_uld be upro�ted.
I thought of how unjust our society could be m trymg to be �an·. I
thought of··how those below number 175 could have beien spared if an
other than apathetic nation ha d urged the passage of �he Voluntary
Military Procurement Act of 1969. My thoughts were interrupted by
the sight of a student walking dejectedly through th� Oak Loun_ge.
He had been awarded number 67 and right now was literally cursmg
the date he was born. Within a year, this student, who, until yester
day was an arrogant campus activist with hair sprouting ha��aza:rdlr,
in all directions will be part of a nameless multitude called soldier.
His arrogant m'anner w:ill be reduced to a robotic monot</ne of "Yes,
Sir" and "No, Sir." Unless he can find a loophole in the new draft law
(there are still plenty) he w:ill become a modern-day sla ve for the
11ext two yea.rs.
I u1•ge all of you reading this column to please get off your ll;Pa
thetic, "silent majority" asses and send a telegram to your Umted
States senator, telling him that you favor passage . of the Volunta�-y
Military Manpower Procurement Act of 1969. Ask him to vote for bill
No. s 503 to repeal the draft entirely. In the words of the Grea! Eman
cipator, Abraham Lincoln, "This nation cannot long end ure bemg half
slave a11d half free."

3 Day Conference
On Black Professions

Among white people, one American in 560 becomes a
doct0c1.·; among Blacks, it is one in 3,800. A white baby born
today has a life expectancy of 68 years; a Black child can be
expected to die seven years earlier. ·
To help correct the severe inequalities represented by

this data, students from. colleges•
and medical schools across the a.11d 11ew guidelines for the seleccountry will participate i11 a three- tion of candidates; 3) to inform
day conference on Black st udents Black students of the new proin medicine, dentistr-y, and gr�d- grams that �ave bee11 developed
uate schools, to be held at_ City by many medical schools throu�hCollege of The City U11ivers1ty of out the country; and 4) to give
New York The comerence, to take medical schools and gradu ate
place on D ecember 19-21, has _been school_s the �pportuµity to meet
oro-anized by the Black Science a11d discuss with a large gr·ou p of
Black students, bot_h medical and
St�dents Organization at City,
Su pport for the comerence has undergr·aduate, their thoug�ts and
come from the faculty of City Col- reaction� to the 11ew mood m th�se
lege and the Chancellors' Fund of fields with regard to Black adm1sCUNY More contributors are ex- sions.
As part of the imormation prop t d·
�e · pu nioses of this comerence gram for Black students, high
will be to: 1) dispel many of the school representatives of the stumyths that have been perpetra�ed dents body and guidance counselors
upon the Black student commurnty from the New York area .have also
as a whole regarding medical and bee11 invited. Medical schools and
graduate schools and opportunities gradu ate schools from across the
in these fields; 2) discuss criteria country have indicated their apthat have been u sed for acceptance proval of the conference and have
into medical schools and gr·aduate agr·eed to participate.
(Continued on Page 9)
schools and suggest new methods

The Repertory Theater of Lin
coln Center has placed Tennessee
Williams' CAMINO REAL in rehearsal at the Vivian Beaumont in
Preparation for a Jan uary 8th
opening. The Williams' play will
follow William Saroyan's THE
TIME OF YOUR LIFE, currently
playing through December 20, as
the second in The Repertory Theater's four-play season on the
Beaumont mainstage.
Milton Katselas, now represented 011 Broadway by "B utterflies
Are Free," is directing the 36membe1· company . headed by Jessica Tandy in the role of Marguerite Gautier, the legendar-y Lady of the Camellias; Jean-Pierre
Aumont who will portra y Casanova, her infamous lover; a.11d Al
Pacino i11 the role of Kilroy, America's pop hero I and Williams' ubiquitous fall g uy. Featured also in
this vivid a11d controversial play
first produced on Broadway in
1953 are Ralph Bell, Philip Bosco,
Clifford David, Joseph Ma scolo,
Patrick McVey, Priscilla Pointer,
Amold Soboloff, Robert Symonds,
Sylvia Syms and Susan Tyrrell.
Included, too, are Leta Bonynge,
Ralph Drischell, Michael Enserro,
Robert Keesler, Robert Levine, A11tonia Rey a11d Sam Umani.
Camino Real
While the company rehearses
CAMINO REAL and performs
THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE upstairs at the Beaumont, it opens
its 11ew season of plays downstairs
i11 The Forum this week (12/4)
,.;,ith the American premiere of
Vaclav Ha vel's THE INCREASED
DIFFICULTY OF CONCENTRATION and continues its first national tour with IN THE MATTER
OF J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER,
currently at Philadelphia's Shubert
Theatre. Tickets for all Repertory
t
a la
du
fh�!�;� ��� ����if��!, ;:� 1#,,�
65 St., N.Y.C. 10023 (EN 2-7616).

Eurojob

Interested i11 finding a job in
Europe for next summer? Well,
it just may be easier thari you
think; consider EUROJOB.
A nation-wide program affiliat
ed with the American Institute for
Foreign Stu dy, EUROJOB offers
enterprising students a wide va
riety of summer employment op
port unities i11 Britain, France, Ger
many, Austria, Switzerland, Italy
a11d the Scandinavian countries.
EDROJ-OB openings include re
sort and hotel work, farm jobs,
secretarial positions, C?mp cou11seling1 domestic positions in ·pri
vate homes, family compa.1'\io11s, so
cial woi-k ana many others.
The majority of these jobs are
open to both male and female ap
plicants. S:;i.laries for most job ca
tegories for the 5-week work per
iod average $150 and include room
a11d board.

Share With European�
"A u nique a11d perhaps most
val uable a spect of EUROJOB,"
says F,UROJOB Director H. C.
Kahn, "is that it provides an un
para.lied opportunity for yo u�
Americans to· share with E urop
ea.11s the details of their daily lives.
No other program does that quite
to the same degree."
The 8-w�ek-Jong EUROJO� pro
�ram_ consists of 4 days' onentat)on m London, a.11d 2 _weeks free
'travel at_ the completion _o_f the
''(6rJ� pe_nod: EUROJOB a.1_ra.11ges
ro uy.-q-tnp Jet transportatJ011 to
Eu'fope, room, and board a11d
�igh_tsfeing during oriel:tation per
1�d m London, a.11d pro". 1de� a work
visa nd pla�ement _m JO? a11d
� of cho_rce. �ll-mclus1ve fee
co untry
for these SE?'Vlces 1� $450.
.
I:urther mformat!on and apJ?II
cations may be obtamed by wr1tmg
to EU_ROJOB, Dept. CP, �02
. ,1ch,
Greenwr_ch A v e n u e , Greem,
Connecticu t 06830.
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ATTACK�
By PAUL GUZZARDO
REFLECTIONS ON A FRIENDSHIP
Evereyone at 011e time or another has had a best friend. A frienJ
you argue and fight with, without ever having to worry about losing
him. A friend with whom yo u ca.11 share experiences; a friend you can
trust and rely upo11 whe11 the going becomes rough. It is difficu lt to
have such friends in these crucial times because there is a lack of
communication a.11cf ra pport between people. To have a best friend one
must open up his heart and give what he could. It may not be easy,
but once your heart is open the whole world is transformed into a
beautiful place to live. The special quality one will also gain is the
special quality that sets man apart from the other animals i11 mother
nature's kingdom, that is man's humanism and compassion. I had and
still have a best friend, bu t he has gone away to get ma rried. I have
written some of my reflections of my friend.
Now. I am all alone. I must face the world all by myself. For nine
years ·1 shared the world with you, but now you ha ve gone away.
Goodbye, I bid you a mournful farewell. It is so difficult to say goodbye
to the ones so close to you. I have never realized our powerful bond
of friendship u ntil now. We shall always be frien�s. You were a special
friend to me. I suddenly feel empty inside., The moment you left was
the moment that life left my soul. Where 'it has gone is beyond my
mind. Now our nine years together have found their place in the
annals of Memory. We have walked together i11 the path of life
and have overcome many obstacles. It seems you have left me at the
cross roads of life's path. You have traveled a long rocky road. You
have found the rainbow and it has brought you closer a11d closer to
your pot of gold. But I, I am still searching for that endearing rain
bow. Before me is a myriad of roads to pursue. The difficult task is
to decide u pon which path will lead me to my pot of gold. At least you
had a rainbow to follow and the following was clear. What shall I do?
I hope Time will help me to choose the right path and Patience
will guide me across the 1011g and lonely paths of life. I am searching
my sou l for the answers. I feel like the late blooming rose who must
face the hardships of autumn's windy arms. I feel like the knely
swallow who did not make the flight to the south; alone, mu$t he
face the austerity of mean Mr. Winter. I am the lonely_ soul that must
face the realities of death and u ncertainties of the dark.
Another chapter of my life has bee11 completed. A chapter filled
with loneliness, bitt�rness and fear. A chapter with no beginning and
no end; a chapter of comusion, a chapter filled with. a closed heart,
hiding the love a11d waiting for it to be ope11, spreading its joy all over
the universe. The pages have been filled with hidden emotions, emo
tions that are bulging to burst open with new and alive ideas and
feelings. There is so much beau ty in this world and the time has come
to seek them out. 'The pages are empty and are ready to be filled
-i11. The time has come to open the book of life a11d turn to a 11ew chapter.
Sing Title Contest
Mr. J.. Peer, an evening session student counted 101 songs. He was
the closest one to guess the correct amount. There were 124 titles.

Linds-oy 8 omhs Open
Enr-ollm,ent-Bowker
1

Frankly the Mayor's letter is deeply disappointing and
fills me with foreboding. It seriously threatens our entire
open admissions program more than it supports it by asking
the State to pay for,almost all of it.
I understand and sympathize with the City's fiscal crisis.
Yet I shall contjnue to urge the Mayor and all those inter
ested in the future of the young· people of the City to make
open admissions a first priority and thus worthy of 50-50
support by both the City and the State.
I see a light of hope in the Governor's statement ?n
higher education and look' forward to studying _the details
of his proposals as they are presented to the Legislature.

-New·: York· AMA Will
Hold Jo:b Conference

The New York Cha;ter o,f the American Marke.ting As
sociation will hold its fifth annual INTRO Conference at the
Park-Sheraton Hotel in New York on Thursday and Friday,
February· '26th and 27th. Open to graduating seniors and
graduate students, both men and women, the confere�ce ,yill
bring together students looking for their first full-time Job
with personnel reoruiters from leading companies.
INTRO '70, short for industry's. new talent recruiting
opportunity, attracts })€rsonnel recruiters from many areas
of business, consumer and industrial product producers and
the service industries. Among the firms already signed up
for New York INTRO '70 are leading advertising agern;:ies,
business machine. manufacturers, chemical producers, drug
manufacturers, food processors, gasqline ,and oil mark�ters,
insurance companies, public utilities, publishers, retailers,
both individual department stores a,nd chain store operators,
and textiJe manufacturers.
Interested students may obtain registration forms for
New York INTRO '70 by writing the New York Chapter,
Ame1ican -Marketing Association, at 527 Madison Avenue,
New York, New York, 10022.
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previously been able to , gain ad
mission as matriculants in the Uni
versity.

Tuesday, December 9, 1969

Who Needs Traffic Management?
by PRiO•FESSOR WILLIAM JACOBS

You do not have to work in a traffic department to use
The Hunter College Alumni Quarterly for Fall, 1969,
lmowledg-e acquired in Mgt. 129 (Traffic Management.) This
THE BOARD'S PLAN
observing the Golden Anniversary of Nu Chapter, Phi Beta
1. This system will place stu department has been referred to as the veins and arteries of
Kappa, cites Professor Edwin Hertz (Sociology) among out
dents in one of ten admissions a modern business enterprise. An examination of organiza
standing "Key Men " elected to the .chapter since the first groupings. Students would be
tional structures and relationships will bear this out.
males were admitted in 1955 ... David D. Feldman, Assistant placed in the highest admissions
One air cargo magazine has described the new philoso
Registra,r, participated in the annual conference of the Na category for which they are eli
phy of distribution which has emerged in many American
tional Association for Foreign Student Affairs at Fordham gible,as follows:
Percentile Rank
University on November 13-15 . . . The Accountants' Divi
firms as the integrated approach to replace the traditional
In Their
High School
Average
sion, State of Israel Bonds, will honor Professor Max Zimer Group._ H.S. Class
fragmentation of distribution functions. It further stated
ing (Accountancy) with a testimonial dinner at Delmonico's I
Top tenth
9 %
0 or higher that transportation, warehousing, inventory control, mater
on December 16; on November 9, he attended the Federal II
Second tenth 87
.5%
ials handling and communications have been integrated to
85%
Government Accounting Association's discussion of IBM III Third tenth
IV
Fourth
tenth
82
.5%
provide planned customer service levels at lowest total costs.
o
Computer System Processes . . . Recently appinted a re
V
Fifth tenth
80%
of distribution. Seminars by various management associa
search associate to the National Academy of Sciences' WES VI Sixth tenth
77
.5%
TIN Project, Professor 0. E. Dial (Political Science) is also VII Seventh tenth 75%
-tions e.g, American Management Associatior{, use computer
72.5%
a consultant to two federal departments and has participated VIII Eighth tenth
case simulations to demonstrate cost trade offs in such an.
70%
in a Joint Computer Conference at Las Vegas on No,vember IX Ninth tenth
integrated system. The functional interfaces of marketing,
X
Under 70%
Last tenth
19-20 ...Dr. LaVange Richai.·dson (Student Personnel Serv
production, purchasing and financing are explored.
ices) attended the New York State Narcotic Addiction Con
2. All students would be ad
An example of the recognition of the new philosophy can
trol Commission's conference on November 24 at the Statler mitted to the City University_ Stu
Hilton ... Professor Thomas R. Frazier (History) is editor dents in the higher groupings be found on the cover of Air Transportation "first air cargo_
would receive preference for ad
of Afro-American History: Primary Sources, set for 'Decem mission in the colleges of their magazine of the Jet Age." It lists the topics in its contents:
ber publication by Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc... . Pro choice, but no eligible student will distribution, traffic, purchasing, marketing, promotion,
fessor Martin Mellman (Accountancy) co-authored "Account be denied a place at a City Uni
trade.
ing for Investments in Affiliated Companies " in the Novem versity college u;nder this program.
Another current trend is to consolidate the responsibil3.Under this plan, students in
ber Journal of Accountancy ... Mr. Ronald Bruse and Mr.
Groups I through V (that is stu- ities for incoming materials under a materials management
Merrill Tribble (Student Personnel Services) wei;e part of a dents
with averages of 80% or
team sent by Baruch College to the East Coast ColJeg� Lead higher, or students in the top half function and to organize all activities involving physical conership Training Institute sponsored by the Humb�e Oil E.du of their graduating class) will have trol of finished products under a physical distribution man
cati.on Foundation on November 21-23 ... At Dowling Col opportunities for senior college ad- ager. Transportation, which is a vital element in each, is in
lege on November 18, Professor Irving Gregor (Student Per f;��!on t th;! fi t:!:e, ��� s�= the hands of the traffic department. The latter is respon
w o
b
u
SOJ1nel Services) presented a lecture an� demonstration on mitted to specific community and sible for bringing raw materials to the factories and deliv
"Sensitivity Training." . ·. . In the December 2 edition of senior colleges under past admis- ering finished goods to both warehouses and consumers.
LO OK is a biogTaphical sketch of Dr. June Dobbs Butts (E'd  sions criteria will stm be so adIn supervising the inbound flow of raw materials, tr;f_
ucation), part of a major feature on Dr.Butts' family and mitted. Other students will have fie services both the production and purchasing personnel;
opportunities to attend programs
their achievements titled, "Seven Dpbbs Against the'Odds." in the community colleges which the movement of goods into storage involves inventory con
------ ----------------- may lead .to completion of the first trol; handling the shipments to customers brings it into con-. 1 two years of the baccalaureate pro.-,
tact with sales, marketing and advertising.The traffic man- �
·
gram and automatic transfer to a
Id
e
senior college in their junior year; ager shou be consulted by pac k agmg engineers. The typ
or they may choose to attend of container affects freight rates, loss and damage in transit
career-oriented programs.
as well as the ability of his employees and those of carriers
4. The Board hereby reaffirms and customers, to handle and store packages. Export people
its J?revious policy statement con- rely upon him for the hauling of shipments to the �Jie,rs and
By· ZAVE UNGER
������r!:�1�ie�ofi�;et:��n;�/�-;� thence overseas. He may 3:lso p:epare export' �3:pers. The
The resignations of Ambassador �e:rn'Y \Cabot Lodge as the chief
treasury department recogmzes him as best qualified to pre
United States negotiator at the Paris peace talks and that of this 1chief ior colleges as passed at its meeting of April 28
, 1969, as follows:
pare collection documents Sl\Ch as various types of drafts.
deputy, Lawxence E. Wa:lsh, who,in addition, was President Nixon's
RESOLVED: That the Board of He may be called upon to explain terms of payment just as
personal representative at the peace talks, must not be giv:en mere
Higher Education resolution of saies an dpurchasing may ask hiin to define various terms
passing glances and be construed as si_mply the exit of yet another
May 22, 196_7, Calendar No. 16, of sale such as F.O.B., C&F etc. This one. man task force
'
two politicians from the political scene because. q;f personal priorities.
which provides, for the auto- ,
·
re1· ght b'll
i s for tlie
i an·d, pay1:r1ent O·f f.
matic admission of community supervises the aud't
.
,
Instead,their resignations' should 1be ,subject to all the intensive scru
he
whom
to
furmsh:es transportation cost stacollege transfer students to the accountants
·
' ·
tiny and analysis accorded other such important news developments.
senior colleges of the City Uni- tistics.
The two resignees seemed to hint, if, not say· so outright, a.s in
versity be rea£inned and con
Factories are not built nor are wa,rehouses selected until
Mr.Walsh's case, at ,their disenchantment�with the meetings becau'se
tinued; and be it further
of the lack of progress and the lack of reciprocity on the part of the
RESOLVED: That as of Sep the man who wears so many hats, has made a thorough
North Vietnamese, as the actual reason for their resignations. This
study
of the advantages and disadvantages of va1�ous sites
tember, 1969, all community col
is quite obvious when one realize that the only. ag.reement reached
lege Associate-Arts degree re from a transportation perspective. Simulation, linear pro
in the first 43 sessions of the peace talks. was the shape of the bar
cipients upon transfer to the gramming, oper.ations research (bl.lilding a mathematical
gaining table, and that, only after much haggling back and forth
senior college of their choice model of distribution problems), forecasting, statistics, bus
between the two sides, Mr, Walsh, in his letter of resignation to Presi
be
g:r·anted a minimum of 64
dent Nixon, said this quite clearly when he wrote, "In view of the
credits toward a baccalaureate iness mathematics and machines such as the compurter, are
manner in which these meetings are now being conducted by the other
degree
with the understanding some of his tools.
side,no purpose would be served by my continuing to hold this office."
that these credits represent the
No matter which department you may supervise, you
Mr.Lodge, on the other hand, said that he was leaving his position due
equiv:;tlent
of the credits earned
to pressing personal problems, but he, too,hinted at the lack of coop
by native senior college stu must be aware of the services that traffic offers you.In the
eration on the part of the North Vietnamese.as being the actual reason
dents in the freshman and past ,some in middle management chose to ignore this.The
for his retirement.Mr.Lodge said, "It is sad that the other side has
sophomore years and that the new integration of all distribution functions makes that at
flatly refused to reciprocate in any kind of meaningful way."
community college transfer stu titude foolhardy if not impossible, for those involved in this
Obviously, the timing of Mr.Lodge's resignation (a:hd that of Mr.
dents shall not be required to
Walsh), at a time when it is becoming increasingly apparent to-most
earn credits above the 128nor phase. To operate most effectively all department leaders
observers that the peace talks are actually getting nowhere, would
mally required for a baccalau must utilize some of these services at various times. It is
seem to serve as a signal to Hanoi that if meaningful negotiations
reate degree unless he changes imperative for all to understand and appreciate the cooper
S. would be prepared to downgrade
aren't entered upon soon, the U.
his major field of study or be ative nature of their sister group.
the peace talks: This would, for all practical purposes, preclude the
found lacking in prerequisites
Those who belong to the high executive category should
possibility of a settlement ever being worked out at the negotiating
within his major field.
table.
5.This new rank and grade be cognizant of the duties which transportation men must
Mr.Walsh seems to have a pessimistic view of the talks. In his average policy will move the Uni perform. Unless they are familiar with these activities and
letter of resignation he stated, "If th,ese conditions [of the talks] versity dramatically closer to the need for their coordination with others,they will be un
should change,you [President Nixon] may be sure that I shall be glad equalizing higher educational op
to help in any capacity." The fact, therefore, that Mr. Walsh has portunity for all the students in able to ppoperly evaluate their work. They will also be un
indeed resigned, seems to indicate that he is thoroughly convinced,at New York City_ But neither this able to ascertain whether their skills and concepts are suf
least for the present, that there can be no fruitful negotiations with program, nor any program which fidentJy broad.Comparw ,officials must make many decisions
the Communists. Moreover,it seems that President Nixon himself if has been recommended to the concerning this department. What role should the transpor
disenchanted with the direction the peace talks seem to be taking, and Board, can adequately provide for tation leader be given in the selection of plant sites? Should
he understands the futility of negotiating with the North Vietnamese ethnic integ:r·ation of the colleges
under present conditions.For this reason,among others, of course, it and complete equality of oppor freight bills be audited by outside consultants or should rate
seems that President Nixon has chosen a course to end the war that tunity without the continuation and clerks be hired for this purpose? Perhaps there should be
would not b'e dependent upon any negotiations with the enemy.
expansion of the SEEK program. a combination of both methods. How can an official read
In view of the seeming relentlessness of the enemy to refuse to The Board notes that expansion of and interpret traffic reports without knowledge of the no
negotiate in good faith, it would seem to us that the U.S. should either SEEK was also a major component menclature and basic fundamentals. They would be unable
refuse to negotiate ,vith the North Vietnamese until they do, by boy of each of the admissions plans to adjudicate jurisdictional dispute between departments
cotting the meetings, or pull out of the talks altogether.The U.S.is submitted to it. Such expansion
not gaining a thing by staying there, and all the enemy is doing is of the 19 70 SEEK freshman class, without knowing which functions belong to each. Critical
propagandazing the meetings for their own benefit. It is only the to enroll 2,5 0 0 students, represents decisions which must often be made by upper manegement,
"Liberal Establishment " who think that the talks are the only pos an 85% increase over the 1969 demand a thorough familiarity with the changing pal, terns
sible solution to the war, short of complete and unilateral withdrawal, SEEK entering class, is hereby of distribution. Today many coqJorations a.re eliminating
somehing they know the Nixon Administration will never agree to. authorized and directed. To do
But, then again,if the "Liberal Establishment " would stop thinking othenvis would be to make the warehouses and substituting air transportation. New inno
that they are the only ones who can possibly save the world, we would community colleges into a second- vations and idea , such as: containerization, piggybacl<,
(Continued on Page 9)
(Continued on Page 9)
already be halfway home.
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ENTERTAINMENT

(Continued from Page 2)
ranging from student opinion at Baruch to the published literature
on contemporary university problems - we have found that the Board
by FRANK HODGES
of Higher Education's May 5th declaration is itself a statement of the
By CAVALIER
general consensus among the governing boards of leading institutions.
Acceptance of these principles, in our judgment, would head off the
Something wonderful happened
possibility that crises ntight come to our campus. But the Committee in the Oak Lounge at Baruch
THEPROCRUSTEAN EFFECT
would like to emphasize the follo"lving points:
Thursday night. Peggy Carter de
Seasonal Knives and Knaves
1. The purpose of the Board's statement is an affirmative one. lightfully charmed the apathy out
That season again. No need to glance at the calendar. The TV While it is desirable to prevent violence anud the disruption of classes, of the Baruch students by singing
and paper ads tell all. Merchants save their goofiest, most useless a major objective must be to create avenues for effective and orderly such simple tunes as "God Bless
wares for witless shoppers.At what other time of year are the senses change.The existence of such avenues should logically forestall the a Child," "Until it Is Time for Us.
deluged with promotions for electric knives, electric scissors, spring need for introducing changes in a crisis atmosphere.
to Go," and "Sunny."
operated shavers, laser-beam lighters, perfumes that rival gold in
I saw for the first time in all of
2. Any policy that is proposed can be effective only if it is under my years at Bai·uch, a pe1form
costliness, wltiskey bottled in vases, and on to infernality? The silliness
of the ads is one of the surest indicators.Another is the heaftiness stood and freely accepted by students, faculty and administration. ance was given and the doors were
of the Sunday Times.The muted economic recession will probably Consequently, we are suggesting that the Board's statement by widely left unlocked - the students were
prevent the opus from out-cresting last year's record of 37 pounds, circulated among all segments of the College for study, and that there free to go, but very few could
after public discussion be held, culminating in1 advisory referenda in bring themselves to leave.
9 ounces (unofficial).
each of the three segments - faculty, administration, and student
Miss Carter was very good. In
The Faculty Recessional
body - to indicate agreement or disagreement.
fact, without the microphone, she
Let it be recorded that I have no vendetta, per se, against the
3. In addition to the matter of general principles, our Committee would have been nearly perfect.
ladies and gentlemen who preside at classes. However, I do challenge
those who don't do their chores ably.J.ust as the student is rejected discussed certain specific problems that have arisen on other college She has a way of holding the au
dience in the palm of her hand.
if he doesn't perform, the instructor who is weak must either be campuses and has arrived at a general consensus as follows:
But now and then her hand seems
refurbished or discarded.For example, if you've got an instructor in
a. Student demonstrations. It is the view of the Committee that
statistics who is obviously sub par, get rid of him - for everyone's
the right of peaceful protest must be maintained on the Baruch to tremble, the audience seems to
waver.The hypnotic spell seems
sake. It's the students job to report inadequacies but the procedure is
campus. One of the principal functions of a college is to give
understandably awkward. The faculty should police its own.Does it?
its members the opportunity to hear all points of view.Thus about to break, and then :,he turns
And if so, how effectively?
dissent in itself is a legitimate university function, as is the her head and with a few earthy,
T11ere's a lot that the Baruch faculty can do to up-grade the col
right of assent.The maintenance of free inquiry requires that almost off-key notes a new spell
lege. Of course, we've all heard the story that the Baruch faculty was/
no one in asserting his right of dissent or assent may deplive is cast.And she and the audience
is an assembly of CCNY rejects but that's past and probably fiction.
another of equal rights, nor may such an assertion of individual aTe one once again.
A plime vehicle could be the pai·limentary body to which mo.st belong.
rights interfere with the primary purpose of the college - the Peggy Cai·ter come charm us
In the past it's been mired and dominated by an arcane power structure.
advancement of learning and research. Only those demonstra once again.
But will anytlting be done? I'm sure it will shock no one to learn
tions that do not interfere with learning and the immediate
that Whyte's Organizational Man concept is deeply rooted at Baruch.
y
y of all members of the coll�ge community should
·One only has to observe the composition of comntittees, unproductive
t! !�r�i����
_
regular meetings (one is to be held this month according to their by
b.Violence. Under no circumstances can violence be tolerated in 'I.
laws), and the ant nest atmosphere that pervades.
an institution that is dedica�ed to free inquiry.
A bunch of Procrustean-types have f!\shioned something called
�A
c. Student pl'ess. The student press should be the voice of the
education at Baruch. The result isn't all bad. The student-guest is
student body and should be so regarded. Decisions as to what
Art work ranging from pho
accommodated to a degree. But it's his extremities (the exotics that
should be published are entirely within the province of the duly tographs to sculpture prepared
make him interesting) that are being chopped off to make him fit
designated representatives of the students. The faculty and the by students of two Bronx Col
the system.It's painful and wasteful.
Admi_nisti·ation have no responsibility for what appears in such leges will be featured in the
The students need the faculty's assistance in attempting to make
a press and should not engage in any form of censorship. December Exhibits of The Bronx
that ntid-evil bed of subtle academic horrors - the, graduate cur
If the student press violates the tenets of decent journalism to
Council on the Arts in its "In
riculum at Baruch.
the damage· of the wnole college community, the college has timate Gallery" at 57 East 184
The Student As Masochist
the
right
to
defend
itself
by
taking
"action
after
the
fact,"
thus
St.
The exaggeration is extreme but imagine a fetid · dung heap (I
pursuing the policy practised by ,.a free society which recognilzes
Scheduled for December 8
sense that I've lost half of my readership), still fresh, with the stu
the validity of punitive action where lib.el and similar of through 19 will be an exhibit of
dent in its midst - at its cratered center. And for sheer outrage, pic
lfenses against the public have been committed
art by students from Fordham
ture an expression of contentment on OUl' protagonist's f ,ace.You see
d. Action against disruption. . In the light of events that have and Thomas Moore Colleges of
he's been there a long time and his academic olfactories have adjusted
happened on other campuses, it is desirable to clarify policy Fordham University, arranged
to the odor! So he become's unaware of his predicament.
in handling acts that disrupt the very life of the college. In by Professor Vivienne Thaul
That is a bit much but we do have an environment akin to that
circumstances that permit consultation - for example, where Wechter, artist-in-residence of
in our educational system. The student has become so immune to
there is no threat to life, limb or property - appropriate the University.
stench that he recoils when - a breath of stimulation is introduced.
Entitled "Fordham in the
machinery for consultation with administrators, faculty and
Tltings aren't totally grave - we could amend the foregoing
student representatives should be utilized. When laws are Arts," the show will continue
analogy by having the learner (the sniffer) pay, or pay more, for
daily,
Monday through Friday,
violated, when force is being used against the college com
the exhilarating experience. But wait.
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.Admis
munity, when methods of reason prove futile, the only pos
Did you know that because- of the CUNY budgetary problems,
sibility of ending such abuses may be to invoke the powers sion is free.
you can expect a $15 per credit increase in your tuition NEXT SEMES
Beginning D e c e m b e r 22
of the civil authorities - the courts and the police. In situations
TER? Last year we accepted the $"10 increase with the stoicism of a
of immediate danger, the President must have the atithority to through .Janua*y ·2nd, ai-t woTk
woman in labor-what could we do about it? It seemed we were due
by students from Lehman Col
make a decision as to whether he will invite the intervention
for a hike anyway. But that's not the case now-almost.We can make
lege will be exhibited, also Mon
of the civil authorities.
an effort to abort this latest result of the politicians rape of' the city's
·
graduate students.
e. Recruitment.Past practice has _permitted recruitment by out day through Friday, from 11
The Graduate Students Association plans to distribute petition
side .agencies on the campus in furtherance of students' career a.m.to 4 p.m.
Professor Lyman Kipp, chair
cards to students the week of the 15th.My advice-sign it (read it
objectives. This Committee recommends that the policy of open
first, of course).
recruitment by any and all agencies in society be continued. man of th'e college's Art De
partment
will arrange the show.
Nine Billion or Bust
f. Research. Much controversy has been engendered on the issue
It seems as though someone has reckoned that only the slightest
of governmental research conducted on campus by faculty mem
squeal will come from graduate students. The city has to procure '$42
bers. Substantial arguments have been raised in connection
million from somewhere in order to make up deficits caused by the
with military research on campuses where a large proportion
City's famous penury and the Governor's infamous niggardliness.The
of the research has been of that character, but the issue is not
.CUNY budget request was for $371 million, the r,eply was for an
by MYNENA LEITH
1 a real one at Baruch �nd is not likely to be.In addition, si,nce
insufficient $330 million. So where do they get the $42 ntillion balance?
A letter of application can
it is difficult jn many instances to categorize the character of
Partly, from you. That is, they expect to raise $15 million from
research or to forecast the uses to which it will be put, the make or break your chances
the university system-$9 ntillion from you the graduate student,
Committee recommends that faculty involvement in research for a summer job.It creates
That's about 60% of the bill. And, brother, we don't account for any
must continue to be a matter of conscience with faculty mem
the employer' s first impres
where near that percentage of the student body.
,bers.
Take it meekly if you want. Or else, make an effort at legitimate
g. ROTC. Since participation i,n ROTC is completely -voluntary sion of you, so it is very im
protest. Sign the petition card. The alternative (probably inevitable),
on the part of students, it is recommended that students con portant to make that impres
is $50 per credit next semester. Is it all worth $50 per credit?
tinue to enjoy freedom of choice in taking ROTC but that no sion count for all it can.
Et Sequens
academic credit be given for it.
Write_ your letter or letters
Was it dreams of personal emprre that persuaded former Dean
h. Discipline for breaches of college standards. Here we may at the very earliest moment.
Saxe to surrender Baruch College's interests when severance from
be encroaching on the jurisdiction of the Comntittee on Gov You may want to apply to as
CC 1y occurred last January? ...The $500,000 President Weaver
ernance, but our Committee would like an opportunity to ex many as 8 or 10 employers since
hoped would rescue Baruch from financial invalidity, apparently is
press its views for consideration by both the President and the job you want may already be
not there .. . The "open admissions" thing is dead; it was politically
that Committee.In the light of the thinking contributed by filled or your qualification may be
unmanageable. The governor of New York said, privately, that he
the student representatives, it was concluded that two disciplin found inadequate. If you don't re
would loose support upstate. It was, he said, an "unviable" position
ary committees should be established: (1) a Student-Faculty ceive a reply within a reasonable
... There are those at the lower level of the Baruch adntinistrative
Disciplinary
Comntittee with original julisdiction; and (2) an length of time, write a second let
ladder who feel they can best orient incoming freshmen (undergrads) by
all-Faculty D1sciplinary Committee with both original and ap ter. Enclose a copy of the first one .
taking them to an up-state resort for ,purposes of indoctrination.
pellate
jurisdiction.
Students against who!I\ charges are brought and suggest that it may have been
Sounds a. bit like "this way to the showers." Talk about sick ...
would have a choice as to which tribunal they would prefer for lost.
Finally, representatives of the State Education Department's· Bureau
the
original
hearing;
but cases originating in the Student
of College Evaluation (SUNY) will be on "campus" December 15th
Your letter should tell th·e em
Faculty Disciplinary Comntittee should be reviewable by the ployer the position for which you
and 16th, or thereabouts.Good hunting, gentlemen.
all-Faculty Disciplinary Comntittee, which would have the au are applying, and how you learned
thority to issue new findings or raise or lower penalties. The of the vacancy; the reason you
right to counsel should be guaranteed.It should be noted that want to work and why you think
nothing in the above is intended to preclude a resort to coun you can do the job well.He also
seling, mediation and mutual agreements for the solution oi needs to know the earliest and
(Continued from Page 2)
grievances, disputes and disciplinary problems.
· The Mayor also proposed that $15 million of that $89
latest dates you ,viii be available
i.
Ombudsman.
The office of an ombudsman should be created for work. Most employers like to
million increase be assumed by increasing student fees.He
with authority to hear student grievances and press for redress be told, too, that you appreciate
suggested that 60 per cent of this be absorbed by graduate
with the p1·oper campus agencies..
their consideration of your appli
students.
j. Matters raised in discussion but not acted upon. On the ground cation.
Dr. T. Edward Hollander, Vice-Chancellor for Budget
that the Comntittee's function was to recommend principles
This year summer employers
that would permit the process of change but not to recommend want to know about your appear
and Planning, noted that the Mayor's proposal would also
substantive changes themselves, no conclusions are being pre ance before they hire. "Clean cut,"
force the undergraduate fees to be raised.
sented on the following items: (1) departmental governance; "short hair" and "neat" are words
· The remaining $32 million of the $89 million increase
(2) the issue of faculty tenure; (3) community involvement - they like to see in letters of appli
would be shared by the city and state under existing fund
relative degrees of authority among adntinistration, faculty and cation.
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on -Page 7)
ing formulas.
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CHANUKAH
CELEBRATED

By Herb Rothman
Jews throughout the world start
ed celebrating Chanuka, the festi
val of lights on Friday Decem-
ber 5. The holiday is celebrated by
lighting candles every night, be
ginning with one candle the first
night, two on the second, and so·
on, until on the eighth night eight
candles blaze in the Chanuka
Menorah (candelabra).
Chanuka originated in the year
168 B.C. when the Syrian king
Antiochus ordered that the Temple
in Jerusalem be used for pagan
practices and that sacrifices be of
fered there to the Greek God Zeus.
The Jews under the leadership of
J.udas Maccabeus rebelled and
achieved military victories which
culminated in the reconquering of
Jerusalem, the expulsion of the
Syrians, and the purification of the
Holy Temple. According to the
legend, all the oil for the holy
lamps in the Temple had been de
filed by pagan worshippers. Only
one untouched vial of oil was
found, with the priestly seal un
broken, in a hidden vestable of
the Temple. The oil which was only
a one day supply, lasted mirac
ulously for eight days. The Men
orah which is lit for eight days is
also a symbol of Judaism's belief
in the gradual, constant increase
of intellectual light and the slow,
steady victory of spiritual enlight
enment over darkness.
During the eight days of Cha
nakah, Jews throughout the world
remember their ancient struggle
fo1' freedom and rededicate them
selves to the ideal of freedom for
all men. In addition to the spiritual
significance of Chanuka their is
also great festivity in Jewish
households. Family members ex
change presents, mothers bake
latkas (potato pancakes) and fath
ers play the dradel (ingenuous
gambling device similar to a top,
but more like a spinning erap
game) with their children.

Sumime r Jobs
1

Board' Of Education
On Campus Rights

STATEMENT BY THE BOARD OF Hl'GHER EDUCATIO
Adopted at the meeting of M ay 5, 1969
The people of this City, and we of the Board of Higher Education
have noted with growing concern the incl·easing outbursts of violent
and disruptive tactics on the campuses, not only of the City Univer
sity, but also of other colleges and universities throughout the nation.
In this connection we of the Board of Higher Education endorse the
following recent statement by the American Council onEducation:
"Disruption and violence have no place on any campus. The
academic commuity has the responsibility to deal promptly and
directly with disruptions. If universities will not govern themselves,
they will be governed by others. This elementary reality is in
creasingly becoming understood by all components of the univer/
sity community."

This Board reiterates the pledge in our 1968 Master Plan that both
students and faculty should participate in the decision-making process
at all units of the City University. We pledge our best efforts to
improve that participation and to increase its scope and effectiveness.
Indeed, prior to the recent disturbances, we had already taken major
steps in this direction.
The steps which we have thus taken thus far include:
The establishment of a Student Advisory Council representing all
students in the City University.
The establishment of a University Faculty Senate.
Participation by students, faculty and alumni with the Board on
presidential search committees.
Participation by representatives of the students and faculty in the
drafting of ·new bylaws relating to academic due process and student
rights and responsibilities.

(Continued from Page 5)
Guides for letter writing and
resumes are an important part of
the Summer Employment Direc
tory of the United States, which
lists some 80,000 summer jobs, the
employers and their addresses. The
208 page volume may be purchased
for $4.95 from the National Di
. rectory Service, P.O. Box 65, Cin
cinnati, Ohio 45232. Also, the Directory of Overseas Summer Job ,
152 pages, listing 50,000 summer
opportunities, is available for
$3.95.
The following are some of the
points made in the Directory of
Summer Employment to help you
write your application letter:
At its meeting on May 5, 1969, this Board took additional major
• Mak1c: it no longer than one
steps to the same end:
page; enclose a resume with de
Adoption by this Board in principle of a plan for Councils of tails.
Overseers at each of our colleges, to include representatives of fac
• Organize the letter. Make it
ulty, students, alumni and the public. This plan is now being sub clear, concise and neat.
mitted for comment and recommendations to all segments of the com
• Address your letter to a per
munity.
son, if possible. Double check the
Approval by this Board of new bylaws relating to the internal spelling of names. Reread the let
governance of our colleges and student membership on all committees, ter, pretending you are the em
provided they are drafted by a joint faculty-student-administration ployer. If you doubt the spelling
group at the college, approved by referendum of students and faculty, of any words, look them up.
\
and recommended by the president.
• Type your letter on 8½ x 11
Establishment of two University Commissions, one on admissions typw1·iter bond paper. Do not send
and one on University governance, including representatives of faculty, duplicated letters - too impet
students, administration and representatives of the public to study our sonal.
admissions processes, with particular attention to the possibility of
• Always use zip codes i'.nitiating an open enrollment policy.
yours and the employer's. They
We reiterate our pledge that the administrations of our City Uni are easy to come by through any
versity and of our colleges ,vill be always open and available fo1· the post office or library.
peaceable and reasoned discussions and solution of whatever problems
• Keep a copy of each letter
are of concern to students and to all other members of the academic you write - you may need it later
community. We believe, however, that the time has come for us to for reference.
lay down specific guidelines to ensure that those discussions, and the
The resume you enclose should
resulting solutions, shall in fact be peaceable and reasoned, that educa touch on such details as: volll·
tional processes shall not be impeded, and that our university shall name, address, telpehone n�ber,
not be wrecked. We accordingly announce the following statement height, weight, marital status,
of policy:
physical limitations, education and
1. The laws of this City, State and Nation apply equally to all per background and references (by
sons both on and off campus. Our campuses cannot constitute permission). Note any special
independent sovereignties beyond the reach of the law.
skills and hobbies you may have,
2. There is no "right" on the part of students or anyone else, at and any prnvi.ous work xpe1ience.
any time, to seize or forcibly occupy college or university prop Employers who are beseiged by
erty, or to interfere with its lawful use.
applications sometimes answer only
3. In case of any such seizure, occupancy or interfer nee, the col those that ar accompanied by
lege authorities concerned are urged to take the following steps: stamped return envelopes. Yom·
(Continued on Page )
( ontinued on Page J 2)
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Report on Rights and Responsibilities

(Continued from Page 5)
student body; (4) the problem of lack of commitme nt on the
part of many students and f.aculty members; (5) admissions
policy; (6) programs of compensatory education. W e recom
men d that the President initia te furth er study of th ese prob
le ms , looking towards spec ific action.

s£. tt c-n\1 E
Sf.R\J\Ct.
S'(S·y £. "'\

Some discussion took place on the relationship between the col
lege and society but a majority were of the opinion that it is not ap
propriate to establish a "coll ege position" on any of the issues dividi ng
the nation. It is t heir view that the function of the college is to pro
vide a forum in which such issues can be investigated and debated;
individuals in the college community may articula te and advocate
th.eir own conclusions, bu t not e ve n a majori ty may impose th eir
political or social opinions as binding upo n oth�rs. If a "college
posi tion" were adopted, the effect would be to limit the v ery process
of dissen t; it would require a conformity that would be inco nsistent
with the spirit and substance of free inquiry. The college, instead of
being a center for study, would become. a platform for advocacy,
partisanship and propaganda. No yardstick of political or social opinion
should be used to measure the qualifications of any member of the
academic community, nor should free a nd equal membership in the
community be made dependent on agreement with or deviation from
any set of poli tical or social doctrines represented as the "college' s
position."
Conclusion
The Committee will keep itself available to the President for the
implementing of any procedul'es necessary to achieve the consensus that
is essential if we are all to work t ogether for our commo n objectives namely, teaching and l earning, the conduct of r esearch that will enhance
the College's contribution to knowledge , and the execution of programs
of community service.
W e believ e that at Baruch College, with full er involvement of
faculty and students in community government, we can develop the
ingredients that are es sential for a successful pursuit of excellence.

Dr. Laidlovv Is Selected
Hostos' Dean Of Facu�.ty

Summary Report On
Committee's Findings

·The Board of Higher Education appointed Dr. William J. Laidlaw, Vice President and
Director of Research for Cybern-Education, Inc., as Dea,n of Faculty for Hostcis Community
College, the eighth two-year unit authorized for the City University system. This was one
The following summary is not ba sed on a stati stical analysis of of several positions the board filled for the college, which is preparing for a September 1970
the reports submi tted by student recorders and instructors on the dis1
.
cussions h eld May 6. It is, nevertheless, a n attempt to arrive at an opening in the South Bronx �- ,__ _
_
Another key appointment the • _ ______________________
impression, based on a r eading of the r eports which were d ivided up
1
;;; articulat ion among the insti tutions of Public H ealth, and Ed.D. in
among the m ember s of th e Committee.
�1ic�:1a�
h
H
1
a io
As was anticipated by the Committee, the ann ounce�ent of R ights the Department of Allied Health ���! cfi���vi::
��-� !t: : �; the author of
;; �tmr:·wf��
i
r
andResponsibil it ies Day resulted i n a falling of attendance on.Jhe
Careers at a Washington Technical i
many professional articles, as well
those who have li�e i nter e t ; :he P ble s _und;\: o.11 s1 era :,on. I nstitute in Washington, to the n the health carer matrix.
I n the la st several years she a s two books f or children, and is
p
e r s
o \�e r 1s
ur Committee me
repor� :
1 er arn
post of A ssociate Dea n of Allied has been active as a hea lth man- a regular participant in profes�ten�ance range� 'b e�ween 6a; an� 75 p
cent m1
o
of the responses, a
Health Science.
p
o
w e r speciali st, administering si onal conferences and workshops
regiStration.
The �ppointments of Dr. Laidprograms on a nationa l f or various national, public, a nd
O n many matters there is no consensus. The unStructured nature law and Dr. Schima become effec- various
l
e
v
e
l. While with O.E.0.' s Job private agencies .
of th e discussions a nd the breadth of the questions submitted to tive December 1. The college,
Oth er appointments were :
Corp
s she worked as Project Mandid
1:
se
lau nch discussion eli�ited a wide range of responses. Most cla�
which was na:µied last September ager and Health Consultant, Chief
Dr. Lois S. Lamdin, Assistant
not take votes on the issues, but many reporters attempted to rndicate after the 19 th century revoutionVocational Trairung, and Chief Professor a"t Carnegie-Mello n U ni
of
where th e bulk of opinion lay.
ary Puerto Rican educator Eugen- of Health Education and Manpow- versi ty, as Associate Professor of
There appears to be a large amount of agreement that violence io Maria de Hostos, will specialize er. Dr. Schima also served on th e English;
. ·
as a n instrument of change is undesirable and should not be per- i n health careers programs and President ' s Task Force on the War
Josephine B. Jo nes, Music Co
mitted. This is tempered, however, by some feeling, at least among a be affiliated \vith LincolnHospital. Against Poverty and was Program ordinat or of the New York Board
substantial minority, that some e xtra-legal mea sur es b ecome perAs Dean of Faculty Dr Laid- Consultant to the National Office of, Education, District No. 7, as
missible if ther e is 1;0 genuine effort on t�e pa_rt of th e .College to law will be responsible' for· imple- of Head Start last year.
Assistant Professor of Cultural
r e�c� an und erstanding. Such measures might mclude seizure of a menting the instructional proA nativ e of New York City, Dr. St udies ( specializing in Afro
bwlding.
American History, music, and the
and
e
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d
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te
regis
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grams of Hostos Community Col- Schima
.
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There is strong sentiment for the establishment of a tripartite 1ege through tli e use of the revo- holds the degrees of Bachelor of creative arts );
facul
t
y
and
of
admini
st
ra
t
ion,
Alan Golden, A ssistant to Dean
Mas
te
r
of
r
e
pre
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t
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e
lutionary "Systems Approach" that Science i n Education,
system of governlJ.Ilce,
(Continued on Page 12)
students. Most frequently m ei�tio�ed was o ne-third representation �or focuses mor e close ly 011 the lea rn- Arts in Health Educa tion, Master
tud
e
n
ts
e
xerci
t
ha
se
t
sugg
s
es
t
e
d
each of the three. A small mmonty
er. His immediate duties include --------------- ---------
majority control; anoth er sn_iall_ �nority b�liev ed that . students_ were the recruiting, hiring, and training
not competent to play any significant role m matters 'like cunrculum. of faculty for the new coll ege,
There appear to be frequent references to the recent curriculum helping to develop Hostos ' liberal
changes adopted by the School of Business. A significant number of arts and health careers program
pa1ticipants were of the opinion that students had had no oppo1tunity and special community programs.
A native of East Orange, New
to be heard in the cuniculum revision. Apparently they were unaware
of the student participation, both through committee representation, Jersey, the 36-year old Dr. Laid
S tudent Council representatio ns and Ticker advocacy of the program law gained much of his e xperience
in industry and government. Bethat was finally adopted.
As to the role of the College itself, there seemed to be a predomi- fore joining Cybe1;"!l-Education la st
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_ anager for
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TO LOVE AGAIN
by CA THI DE LOIARRO
The faint of heart will never know
The riches love can give.
Life and love are for the brave;
Don't be afraid to liv:e.
If you're afraid to take a chance,
You're only half alive.
In. �ife and love the meek sit back;
The brave alone survive.
Why miss the closeness of his touch,
The warmth that's in his eyes?
Reach out to life and savor love
Before this bright flame dies.
If love and life were always sweet
We'd never learn to live,
For we must all be burned a bit
To know just what to give.
We never lose the 1ove we give;
It shines within our heart.
If love is not returned, so what?
At least it had it's start.
For memories are sweeter
Even though love caused you pain.
At least your heart has known of love
And so can love again.

WORLD - ILLUSION, IDEA?
by ALFRED· CHARAS·Z
Could it perchance be
That the old Indian dream
That life is but illusion
Is right?
How strange that modem physics,
Quantum mechanics,
The latest observations,
Have developed the idea
That in this huge and almost empty space,
We call the Universe,
The smallest particles
Contained within the atom
Are only rhythmic waves
Of electro-magnetic manifestations,
Events and nothing else
But cycles of energy in time.
Perhaps Berkeley was right
That all existence is but idea,
Perception - nothing else.
NOT SO YOUNG PROSTITUTE
Flesh for sale, young man,
Maybe not the freshest cut,
But I'll give you all I've got,
'Twas a slow day, you'll buy it cheap,
Please take me friend,
Quickly - before I weep.

Board of Education · on Campus Rights

LIMERICK FOR TODAY
by HERB ROTHMAN'
There was a G.I. named Doughterj
Whose number was 12 in the Lottery
In 'Nam he was shot
And his body did rot
Do you still think the new Draft
Is so Hottery?
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PARAPHRASEL
I think that I shall never see
The Networks praise our great V.P.
If such a thing did indeed appear
Spiro would be the.__st�r of Hair
��
No. 39
by ROSEMARY ANNE TRAINA

i°&l�fft ' .. ' .

Wars are waged for peace.
Bodies with wounds are creased.
Souls and minds are tore asunder.
And are put six feet under.
Some of us find peace in war.
No. 36
We are but mortals.
Each encased in our own star,
O;rbiting through life alone
Touching lightly other satellites.
Pausing but a moment in time,
And swiftly passing on to others.
To busy looking for happiness,
We fail to see the happy moments.

No. 28
Like wet jeweied stars they begin their isometric descent.
Tumbling ever downward from the darkness above.
Softly lighting the cities and plains below.
Bringing a whiteness to all past deeds of mortal men.
, And a flealiness focr all the tomorrows yet un-born.
Let's run and seize some jewels and stocre them in our hearts.
For oucr yesterday's must be covered ovecr.
So our tomorrow's can all be clean, white, new and wet.
r---...9�

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS. OF FALL
by MADDALENA NAPPI
Weather/cloudy/foggy/misty ...
Sprro T. Agnew/effete snobs/FCC/TV ...
Rain/ showecrs/sprinkles/torrential ...
March on death/effect/validity .. .
Wind/biting/gentle/whipping· ..
Football frenzy/Namath/All-American swinger ...
Colocrs/bcrown/gold/gcreen/orange ...
Apollo 12/Bean/Conrad/Gordon ...
Leaves/crunching/dying/falling .. .
Leather boots/Maxi-coats ...
Skies/faded l:;>lue/hazy gcrey .. .
Thanksgiving/turkey/family .. .

You are especially invited to attend a

BARUCH COLLEGE

(Continued fromPage 6)
a. All negotiations, if any, with the occupying group should
be tenninated forthwith. At the same time the occupying
group should, if practicable, be advised that the college
authorities are prepared to meet with a limited number of
representatives of that' group at a time and place when
PANEL DISCUSSION
reasoned discussion can be had, but only after the seizure,
occupancy or interference has ceased, and ouly upon the
understanding that such seizure, occupancy or interference
will not be repeated.
b. The occupying group should be notified as publicly as pos
sible to vacate, and if they fail to do so all necessary steps
PANEL
DATE:
shall be taken to insure compliance.
4. Whenever offenders have been charged by the civil authorities,
Thursday, Dec. 11
the disposition of such charges should be left to the courts, and
Chairman
there should be no subsequent "amnesty" or withdrawal of
charges by the University or college or by anyone acting on
DR. DAVID I. ASHE, Member of Jhe Board of Ed11catio11
TIME: 8 p.m.
their behalf.
We earnestly hope that resort to the civil authorities will not be
PLACE:
Speakers
necessary. At the same time, neither we nor the people of this City can
VICE CHANCELLOR BERNARD MINTZ,
any longer tolerate disruption. This Board has a paramount duty both
George Washington
to the academic community, to the people of this City, and to the
City University of Ne111 York
Hotel, Regency Room
great majority of our students who wish to continue their education,
DR. NATHAN BROWN, S11peri11teJ1dent of Schools
to see to it that tl1e orderly working of the University shall coninue.
Lexington
A
venue
PROF. JULES MANSON, Professor of hia11t1ge111ant
We ask the cooperation of the entire academic commmtlty and of
and 23rd Street
all the people of this city to help us achieve this end.
ALBERT SHANKER, Pre.ridanl United Paderation of Teachers
The Board draws attention to the fact that its Committee on Law
is now engaged in a study of principles and procedures related to
Student Due Process. That study is being conducted in consultation
Sponsored by Baruch College, School of Business and Public Administration, The
with representatives of the Student Advisory Council, the University
Sd,ool of Business Alumni Society, and The Baruch College Alumni Association
Senate, and the University Administration. The Law Committee study
will coninne and the Committee is urged to report as soon as possible.. L---------------------------------------1

Morton Wollman Distinguished Lecture
LABOR RELATIONS IN EDUCATION
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ANOTHER FACE

Barbara Pick

The price is one dollar to club, shoot or spear baby seals to death.
But man prefers clubbing. This method leaves no marks; the pelt
commands a higher price. The plans for 1970 will be that hundreds
of thousands of seals will be tortured, clubbed, speared, shot and
skinned by Canadian, Norwegian, and American seal slaughterers
during the great 1970 seal "hunt" starting in March.
Every Spring this happens in Canada and in Alaska also, when
the seals are first born and the mothers are nursing them on the ice.
Of course, thousands of seals will be shot, gaffed or speared from
shipboard. But poor visibility and a pitching deck destroy accuracy.
Many will escape only to flounder about bearing painful wounds,
waiting helplessly for a slow and agonizing, lonely death under the
dark ice.
The ice will soon be a crimson patchwork, strewn with the skinless
remains of what once were harmless, intelligent mammals that have
died an agonizing, unbelievably cruel and unneccessary death.
What if man came along and skinned your baby and left it there
for you to look at?
In August 1967, during Operation Benton, the "pacification" camps
became so full that Army units in the Field were ordered not to
"generate'' anymore refugees. The Army complied.
Now peasants were not warned in advance when an airstrike w'as
called in on their village. They were killed in their villages because there
was no room for them in the swamped pacification camps. Every civilian,
man, women and child on the ground was assumed to be an enemy by
the pilots. Village after village was destroyed from the air as a matter
of de facto policy. Air strikes on civilians became a matter of routine.
A soldier killed a civilian on �he ground. His colonel was con
vinced that he thought the civilian was dead at first, and then ap
peared to rise and throw a grenade. Was the massacre of women and
children by American soldiers at the South Vietnamese villages of
Songiny as enemies? On March 16, 1968, with premeditation, murder
(Continued on Page 11)

Trallic Management . . .
(Continued from Page 4)

fishyback, lash (lighter aboard ship) ,birdy-back, intermodal
transportation, unit trains and new types of railroad cars
are available. They have been developing at a more rapid
pace in recent years. Can any of these be helpful? Who ,can
appraise the judgements of the traffic manager?
It is also necessary to know what not to expect from the
latter. In his capacity as a buyer of a service he is unlike
other purchasing agents. The Interstate Commerce prohibits
the soliciting or receiving of rebates or gratuities from car
riers. All must pay the published freight rates. Freight bills
must be paid within seven days. No discounts can be offered
even if such invoices are paid upon presentation by trans
portation lines. The same legislation normalJy precludes pay
ments by freight companies for losses ·)r cancellations of
orders due to late deliveries - or compensation for damages
to shipments - where consignors �re. at fault.
Underestimating the value of traffic will adyersely af
fect the company interests. Several years ago, there was a
student in Mgt. 129, who was assistant traffic manager for
a chain of retail syndicate stores, with annual sales of $100,000,000. His department consisted of only four persons. This
false economy was costing thousands of dollars per year.
Work which could have saved many times the salaries of
additional employees was not being performed.
Earlier this year, Dr. C. Jackson Grayson, Dean of
School of Business Administration of Southern Methodist
University, spoke to a seminar group on physical distribu
tion sponsored by American Airlines. According to "Jet Car
go News," he said that focusing logistics decision making on
one single end,, such as production or marketing, is myopic.
It results in making all other elements subservient to that
phase. He added that you can not arrive at a systems analy
sis of the total logistic process by operating in this manner.
The latter is a term used to dfSCfir,e the movement of goods
from source right to utilization, to the customer. Transpor
tation pervades the logistics system.
Thus traffic management is the vortex of the industrial
circle. Every department has an important influence on the
fortunes of its company. However, none are as interrelated
with as many segments of the organization, than is traffic.
The majority of graduates from The Bernard M. Baruch
College, who join the business community, will rise to middle
management. Many will even help direct corporate enter
prises. A proper educational background will prepare them
for these positions. They will find that possession of a knowl
edge of this subject will be a vital asset - lack of it will be
a serious impediment. Traffic Management should be part of
their equipment.
We know that the companJ�which permits its various
components: traffic, warehousing, order processing, inven
tory control, materials handling, packaging, production
scheduling, marketing, customer service, etc., to function au
tonomously instead of as one unit, is diffusing its energies,
much to its detriment. Our graduates and students who find
employment in this type of firm ma� be able to influence
the executives in favor of integration.
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Rare Medical Case

Open Admissions . . .
(Continued from Page 4)
track system to which the majority
of Black and Puerto Rican students
who have not been adequately
educated in the secondary schools
would be assigned. We emphatical
ly reject any approach which
would lead to de facto segregated
institution , either community col
leges, or senior colleges.
The SEEK program will provide
an opportunity not only for high
school graduates living in poverty
areas but also, among others, for
high school graduates of previous
years, and those with equivalency
certificates rather than high school
diplomas.
6. We believe that the Commis
sion on Admissions correctly em
phasized the importance of stu
dent choice of program in the al
location of incoming students. We
therefore adopt the Commission
recommendation that insofar as
possible, students should be given
the program of their choice, even
if the college of their choice can
not be guaranteed, and we are
directing the Chancellor and the
college presidents to make such
program and facilities realloca
tions as may be necessary to meet
this goal in 1970. We hope that
all students desiring a baccalau
reate program can be admitted to
such a program in a community or
senior college in September 1970.
We also hope that special facili
ties in the community college
career programs can b rapidly
expanded for 1970, although it is
recognized that the special equip
ment and space requirements of
such programs may not make this
immediately possible in view of in
creasing student d�mand.
7. The maintenance and enhan
cement of educational quality will
require the initiation and expan
sion of the programs of supportive
services, including counselling, re
medial assistance, tutoring and fi
nancial aid which were recom
mended by the Commission. We do
not propose to admit -students with
inadequate preparation for college
work merely to have them fail at
the end of a semester or a year.
The Board Plan represents an
initial step in accomplishing the
primary goals of the open enroll
ment policy which is to give every
high school graduate an oppor
tunity to take foll advantage of
the higher education system of
fered by the City University. Re
cognizing that this is a one-year
plan for 1970-71, the Board will
undertake a comprehensive study
and review of the University struc
ture. The study will focus on as
sessing the adequacy of City Uni
versity to meet the challen:ge of
open enrollment and the thrust of
the times.
The Board of Higher Education
pledges to use all its resources to
assure that adequate facilities and
competent personnel will be avail
able to make the Open Admissions
Policy educationally sound and
practically feasible.

Conference . . .

ine

By HENRY CALDERON

Countless discussion have been held, and even more research has
been done on the prevalence of a crippling disease among the Baruch
Evening Session Students. The first signs usually appear right after
the new students' first registration; and studies have indicated that
this malady becomes more pronounced with each succeeding reg
istration.
To further complicate matters, the student discovers that the ad
ministration of this school is not committ'ecl to a sound policy of pre
ventive medicine. It will not extend itself to initiate be;J.ign programs
so as to help the student cleanse himself of this malignant disease.
It is content to sit and wait for the appearance of the terminal stages
of this crippler. And then, grandiosely state: "It is inevitable". The
administration then proceeds to prescribe medication in such a fashion
to those who are able to drag themselves forward that it leads to the
untimely demise of the patient.
My fellow patients, you do well to wonder what this horrendous
disease is, and how it can be allowed to exist. It is APATHY, the
destroyer of Man's soul. The disease is allowed to exist because the
administration believes that Evening Session Students do not give a
damn about anything except attending classes.
It is tiue that we are individuals with much responsibility up�
our shoulders. More often than not, we have a demanding job on the
one hand, and an even more demanding family on the other. Buffeted
by such pressures, it is hardly surprising that a'n Evening Session
Student appear to be lethargic. Because of this understandable ap
pearance, he is not regarded as an equal participant in the educational
community. He is relegated to a sub-student status, and as such he
receives all those benefits such recognition affords.
Apparently, the administration cannot and will not take it upon
itself to provide an atmosphere where a student will find it relatively
easy, if not down-right enjoyable, to be become really INVOLVED ,vith
his school.
But enough of such pessimistic thinking. We, the students, have
the right to prescribe our own medicine and obtain our rightful place
within Baruch College. "In unity there is strength", a simple yet
powerful phrase. Let us concentrate our efforts and fight for the
dignity a college student deserves; help right the wrongs that for
years have plagued us.
� On these pages, yo1,1 will see a call to join YOUR student govern
ment. Do not let this plea go unanswered, do ,not turn your back and
allow yourself to be consumed by APATHY. Remember they are
watching ...

Baruch �usic Courses
For the first time in more than a decade, the Depart
ment of Music is pleased to offer an elective course in the
EVENING DIVISION of Baruch Colleg·e during the Spring
Semester 1970. It may be elected by matriculated, non-mat
riculated, A.A.S. or, permit students.
MUSIC 16 - INTRODUCTION TO
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC
Concerned with discovering the roo:ts of contemporary
music in the 19th century, this study also shows the influ
ence of Wagner's chromanticism and a gradual breakdown
of tonality, the liberating influence of Moussorgsky, Wag
ner's continuation ,in the, music of Mahler, Schoenberg, and
Berg, the influence of Moussorgsky on Debussy, Stravinsky's
eminence, and the important position of Bartok, 'Gershwin,
Hindemith and Copland.
Monday at 6 :°50
2 credits

(Continued from Page 3)
Further information on confer
ence plans can be obtained by
calling Cl11rence B. Henry, Alden
Cockburn, or Paul B. Simms at
621,· 2607/2547. )area code 212)
Invited to speak at this confer
ence are Dr. J.ohn Holloman, past
President of the National Medical ·
Association, Dr. Alvin Poussaint,
psychiatrist and member of the
Admissions Committee at Harvard
Medical School, Dr. Paul B. Corne
ly, President of the American Pub
lic Health Association, and Dr.
Lloyd C. Elam, President of Me
ha1·ry Medical College, Nashville,
Tennessee.
One feature of the conference
will be a tour of the new facilities
at Harlem Hospital.
A pamphlet prepared by the
Conference Committee ,vill include
a listing of all special minority
programs that have been developed
throughout the country and this,
along ,dth a report of the con
ference, will be distributed after
the session.

Tuesday, December 9, 1969
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Events At CUNY For December

Monday, December 8
LECTURE - George Washington
Hotel, Regency Room.
BASKETBALL - Bronx Commun
Panel discussion on "Labor Rela
ity College, Nursing Center.
tions in Education." Panel in
Bronx Community vs. Staten Is
cludes Dr. David L. Ashe, Dr.
land Community. 8:30 p.m.
Nathan Brown and Mr. Albert
CONCERT - Lehman College, Gil
Shanker, sponsored by Baruch
let Auditorium.
College. 8 p.m.
Raphael Feinstein of the Metro
politan Opera Company in a vio
Friday, December 12
lin recital. 1 p.m.
CONCERT - Bronx Community
College, Student Lounge.
DANCE - Staten Island ComFolk music club concert. 8 p.m.
munity College, Theatre.
Jose Limon Dance Company, spon CONCERT - Hunter College, As
sored by Richmond College. 8:30
sembly Hall.
p.m. Tickets: $3.00, 2.00.
Chuck BeITy and other "rock" per
formers. 8 and 11:30 p.m. Tick
Wednes,day, 1 December 10
ets: $5.50, 4.50, 3.50.
BASKETBALL - Brooklyn Col
CONCERT - Queens College, Col
lege.
den Auditorium.
Brooklyn vs. Lehman 8:30 p.m.
Queens College Chorus and Orches
FILM - Borough of Manhattan
tra perform Handel's "Messiah."
Community College, A Lounge.
8:30 p.m. Tickets: $2.50, 1.50.
"THe Shameless Old Lady!' 12 noon
FILM - Queensborough Commun
and 6 p.m.
i_t y College, Science Building,
Room Slll.
Thursday, D-ecember 11
"Nutcracker.''
8:15 p.m.
BASKETBALL - Kingsborough
Community College.
LECTURE - Graduate Center, 3rd
Kingsborough Community vs.
floor studio.
Bronx Community. 7:30 p.m.
John R . White on "Performance
Problems in the Late Medieval
CONCERT - Borough of Man
Repertory.'' 4 p.m.
hattan Community College. A
Lounge.
LECTURE - Lehman - College,
Major Wiley, folk singer. 3- p.m.
Gillet Hall, Rm. 226.
CONCERT - Brighton :freights · Ambirj Mukerji discusses "Ex
perimental
Studies on the ExChurch.
cited States of 103Rh.'' 3:30 p.m.
Joanna Hodges, pianist, sponsored
by Richmond Collegee. 3:30 p.m. PLAY -1. Bronx Community Col
Tickets: 50c.
lege, Auditorium,
CONCERT - Queens College, Col� Student production of "Summer
Tree" by Ron Cowen. 8:30 p:m.
den Auditorium,
Band concert. 1 p.m.
PLAY - Quens College_ See Dec'.
FORUM - Bronx Community Col
5 listing.
lege, Room 3-9.
Saturday, December 13
Mrs. Helen Mendes discusses "Tri
bal Life in West Africa." 12:30 BASKETBALL - City College.
City vs. Lehman. 8 p.m.
p.rn.

Community College.
CONCERT - Hunter College. As
New York City Community vs.
sembly Hall.
Staten Island Community. 8 p.rn.
Guiomar Novaes, pianist. 8:30 p.m.
Tickets $66.50, 5.00, 4.00, 3.00.
PLAY - Brooblyn College New
Workshop Theatre, Graduate
CONCERT - Lehman College, Gil
Theses production of Dumas'
let Auditorium.
"Camille." 8 p.m.
College Choir and Symphonic Band
present a holiday concert. 8 p.m.
Wednesday, December 17
Tickets: $1.50, 1.00 (students).
BASKETBALL - Bronx Commu
CONCERT - Queens College.
nity College, Nursing Center,
See Dec. 12 listing.
Bronx Community vs. Queens
CONCERT-COMEDY - Brooklyn borough Community. 7:30 p.m.
College, Whitman Auditorium.
FILM - Lehman College, Gillet
Performances by Tom Paxton,
Auditorium, "All the King's
noted singer, and Mort Sahl,
Men.'' 3 p.m. Admission: 50¢
topical col!ledian. 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $3.75, 3.25, 2.75.
PLAY - Brooklyn College. See
Dec. 16 listing.
OPERA - Brooklyn College,
Gersh,vin Theatre.
Thursday, December 18
College Opera Theatre world pre
Quens College,
miere production of Eccles' Eng CONCERT
lden
Auditorium, Men's and
Co
1
lish opera "Semele." 8 p.m.
Women's Glee Clubs. 1 p.m_
Tickets: $2.25.
PLAY-Bronx Community College. DANCE - Bronx Community Col
lege, Nursing Center, student
See Dec. 12 listing_
contemporary
dance,
perfor
mance. 7 :30 p.m.
PLAY - Queens College.
See Dec. 5 listing. Tickets: $2.00.
PLAY - Brooklyn College. See
Dec. 16 listing.
Sunday, December 14

lege See Dec. 18 listing.

DANCE-Brooklyn College, Gersh
win Theatre, College Dance
Workshop in a modern dance
concert. 8:30 p.m.. Tickets: $2.00.
FILM - Brooklyn College, Whit
man Auditorium, "2001: A Space
Odyssey.'' 8':30 p.m. Tickets:
$1.25.
- Saturday, December 20
CONCERT - Brooklyn College
Whitman Auditorium, Brooklyn
Symphony with Paul Jacobs,
guest soloist. 8 :30 p.m_ Tickets:
$2.00.
,
CONCERT - Hunter College, Assembly Hall, College Choir with
"Music for the Time of Christ
mas.'' 8:30 p.m. Tickets: $2.50,
$1.50.
DANCE - Brooklyn College_ See
Dec. 19 listing.
Su.nday, December 21
CONCERT - Queensborough Com
munity College, Gymnasium,
holiday concert by the Collegium
Musicum and madrigal singers.
2:30

rm.

CONCERT - City College, Great
Friday, December 19
Hall.
.Saturday, December 27
College orchestra and chorus per CONCERT - Bronx Community
College, Auditorium, Bronx Com CHILDREN'S THEATRE-Brook
formin works by Mahler and
munity
and
College
Chorus
per
lyn College, Whitman Audito
Haydn. '3 p.m.
form Orff's "Carmina Burana."
rium, "Robin Hood," performed
8:30 p.m.
by The Traveling Playhouse.
DANCE _ N�w York City Sommunity Collegee, Klitgord Audi- CONCERT - City College, Music · 1:30 p.m_ .Tickets: $1.26.
torium.
Studio, Empire Chamber. Play
Frula, Yugoslav folk enseemble. , ers. 8:30 p.m.
Monday, December 29
3 p.m. Tickets: $3.25, 8.00, 2.75.
PLAY - Hunter College, Play
CONCERT - Graduate Center, 3rd
house,
Oxford and Cambridge
OPERA - Brooklyn College·.
floor studio, Albert Fuller on
Shakespeare C o m p a n y
in
See Dec. 13 listing. 2 p.m.
Rameau Revisted.'' 4 p.m.
"Twelfth Night.'' 8:30 p.m. Tick
ets: $4.50, 3.50.
Tuesday, December 16
CONCERT-Hunter College, Playhouse, Festival Winds. 8 :40 p.m.
BASKETBALL - Lehman College,
Tuesday, December 30
Lehman vs. Hunter. 8:30 p.m.
Tickets: $4.00, 3.50, 2.50.
PLAY - Hunter College. See Dec.
29 listing.
BASKETBALL - New York City DANCE - Bronx Community Col-

Nominations- tor

STUDENT COUNCIL POSITIONS
I

A.re NolN �eing __ Accepted

Deadline: December 19� 1,69
Nominating1 blanks are available at:
Main lobby. Student Center - Mr. Sandler

I

\

j

• Rm. 412, Student· Center - Mr. Bruse
• Any current Student Council Member
Return completed blanks to any of above.

!I

1SUPPORT -YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT

Tuesday, Pecembet· 9, 1969

THE

Happenings at Your
Student Government
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A
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GIVE PEACE A CHANCE

MORA'11ORIUMS, MARCHES AND DEMONSTRATIONS: WHY?

created committee of
There are t hose w ho question t he value and ·purpose of demonstl·a
u nion lead- tions, marches and moratoriums.Some say they ru:e negative (marc hers
n
r
u
a
s
This past November 18 your Student Council held its f�\h: t:\�� fi:i� :!\ \!sr· �:� are agai nst death, against war, etc.). Others say President Nixon
ignores t hem, just as President Johnson did. Even some of t he people
most recent meeting. The meeting went in tone from solem- vember 17 wit h Dr. Michelen to
w ho marched in Washington have expressed doubt s to this wiiter about
nity to hoarse debating. Many things were covered and we discuss w ays of m aking t he col t he effectiveness of morato1ium s.
lege's health c areer programs rewould like to relate some of the occurrences to you.
The demons trators kn ow there were more than 800,000 people who
levant to t he changing needs of
First, and of primary importance,. anyone wishing to society. The blue ribbon committee, went to the nation's capit al Nov. 15, though t he news medi a all report
250,000. (The rea son for the error is t hat the quarter million estimate
recommend potential members to next semester's council which is c alled the Tec hnic al Ad was made at the Washing to n Monument when the speakers started
should contact Mr. Henry Calderon. Mr. Calderon can be con- visory Committee, will convene their program. At this time, there were still people m arching down
both Pem1sylvania and Consti tution avenues, and still more who h ad
tacted by leaving a message for him in the Student Council ,every �onth· .
In h1s opemng· remarks, D r.
ma1" lbox or droppmg
·
·
a note with
Mr. Frank Sandler - Stu- Mic helen discussed the present not yet even left t he Capitol Building to star t their m arch; t hese de�
mon
str ators were never counted.) So some protesters feel they weren't
dent Center, roam-lobby desk. As most of us know (or should crisis in the •health care industry,
counted, that they went to D.C. for nothing. It is to these fru strated
know) elections for Student Council and other miscellaneous expressing the hope th at TAC marchers, the "negativists," and anyone el se who questions political
offices occurs annually during spring registration. Even the wou�d function as a task f�rce � demonstrations that this co1·respondent addresses himself.
h_elpmg �o�t?s to meet t�is cn�
The main goal of a demonstration is not necessarily to force a pres
most disinterested individuals should ·assist in nomination sis, and mvitmg the committee to
.
to one of the many posts that will be vacated at the end of este.blish guidelines for achieving ident to quiver in his shoes and suddenly reverse his policies .To that
.
president, this would be a capitulation; he would lose f ace (or so he
this semester.
thi s e nd.
would feel). Although t his country is based on the political p1i nciple
Topics disc ussed were: identify t hat elected government official .should respond to the
Jim Beal, a guest at this last meeting, put forth a sug
expressed will
s
ing the specific areas of critical
of
t he _People, if said officials were to yield to this pressure, it would
gestion that an undergraduate curriculum committee be ned in t he field of allied health
show
that
they
do
n't have the "courage of their convictions" to "stand
formed under the auspices of Cotmcil. The purpose of the personnel; how to best m ake use
p for their beliefs." So, apparently (note, I s aid apparently) demon
committee would be to review - from an evening session of medical corpsmen in t he p res u
strations will not budge-thePresident of the United States of America.
student's point of view-current curriculum and proposed ent health care structure; how to Ditto congressmen.
prevent instruction for dead-end
curriculum changes. Mr. Beal was unanimously elected to jobs becoming locked into the cur
Althoug h t he c hants are aimed at the President, the m arc hes are
chair the committee.
ricula; and suggested functions out to move public opinion in general. Sm aller loc al demonstrations
build
up local supp ort. Gradually public opinion will start to be moved,
Baruch College has a foster child, that's right ... you and guidelines for TAC.
especially if national figureheads and celebrities whom listeners know
The Communty
sory
Advi
help to support a foster child. Kathy Di Loriao, our Director
and respect particip ate. Grad ually this public opinion builds up to an
i
Committee Meets
of external affairs, read us the most recent letter from the
exfent where we have a Washington.
I n an effort to bring the South
The people w ho find themselves li stening very carefully to this
child . . . and then took pictures of us to send to her.
Bronx Community closer to the
public opi nion are Senator and Represent atives. They see t hat their
Our Vice President, Gary Meisels, discussed the very college, Dr. Michelen\ has ' been constituents' ideas are changing. It is a good deal easier t o see a c hange
interesting film series that Dean Dispenzieri (Dean of the meeting mont hly since September of opinion in a constituency of a few tho usand than in a nation of
5 with a group of leaders comprisalmost 200 million.It is these con gressme n, hearing their constituents
Evening and Extension Division) has instituted.The series
ing a Comm uni ty Advisory Comto be conducted on Friday nights . . . beginning Dec. 19, mittee to discuss plans for the col- a lot louder than the President does his, who put the pressure upon
Nixon
t o "reconsider" his p ositions. If Nixon wants certain tax mea
1969, will be an attempt to make Baruch College a center of lege and to listen to their sugges sure from the Congress, he has to give them something in return,
community life.The film series offers an excellent opportun- tions for making the college re VIZ, a reduction of the Vietnam War.
(or both) sponsive to the needs of the comity for Baruch students
(Continued 011 Page 12)
. to take their wives or girls
m unity.
to see an excellent first run movie, a discussion of its merits
Topics w hich have been dissubsequent to the showing and perhaps some other yet un- cussed are: the establishment of a tion, Inc., as Dean of Fac ulty, ef- Mellon University, as A ssociate
curric ulum committee, the Model fective December 1;
Professor of English, effective Dementioned goodies . .. ALL FOR FREE!
• Dr. Marilyn Schima, formerly cembe1· 1;
Cities Program currently
The Council endorsed a recommendation to Dean Dis- gotiated, the selection of abeing ne- Chairman of the Department of
e Josephine B. Jones, formerly
s eal for
penzieri that in this forthcoming spring semester Club Hours Hostos, the lease of space at the Health Careers at Washington Music Coordinator of t he New
should be instituted. Specifically this recommendation states ConcqursePlaza Hotel recently ap- Technical Institute in Washington, York Board of Education, District
that the hours betwen 7 :05 and 8 :05 on Wednesdays should proved by the Board of Estimates, as Associate Dean of Allied Health No. 7, as Assistant Professoi- of
al S tudies, effective Decemt
-' ·
o
have no classes scheduled.The purpose is to give the time- ;�1� s\1:i.� s�?:; ��\itt;":.l e space Sc�n�1� ' J��-���e �:
�/��r ��; ;i;
e
J.
.
t
pressed evening session student one hour a week in order to
• Annette Morton as Special
The chairman of the committee merl y Director of Instructional Deacquaint him or herself with the many valid and exciting is former City C ouncilman Robert velopment, Essex County College, Assistant to the President, effecas Professor and Associate Dean tive November 10;
extra-curricular activities that occur in the evening session. Lebron.
for Instructi onal Development, efa Anne Grosso as Assistant Dit e Me et ngs
The hour will also allow similarly interested people to begin
0 h1enr has ails 0 inet W1"th fective December 1;
rector of College Relations, effecDr·. Mi"che
· funds representative
their own organization which may qualifJ t O Obtam
o Arthur M. Katz, previously tive November 3;
s of the Hu nts Point
from student fees.
• Al an Golden as Assistant to
Multi-Service Center and the Hunts Directo r of Instructional Research,
effec
, Our sincerest congratulations to Madelana Nappi who Point Community Corporation, an- Hofstra University, as Associate the Dean of Admini stration,
ate Dean of tive November 3;
ti
Associ
verty
o
p
and
or
nizati
a
fess
o
org
the
in
l?r
ons
was elected to a high regional office in the National As- So- uth Bronx, in what will
& Nordelle Robinson as a specon tinue Administration, effective Decemsociation of Evening Session Student Councils.
cialist in French, effective Novemto be a meaningful dialogue with ber 1;
o Carter Perry, formerly Ex- ber 1; and
Our President, Mr. Frank Hodges, brought up the ques- the comm unity.
• Maryann Campbell, Bernard
New Appointments
ecutive Director of the Morrisania
tion of the evening session committee to assist President
The most recent appointments to Commu nity Corp oration, as As- W. Satu n, George Mapps, and ArWeaver in the selection of Dean of Students. Mr. Meisels Hostos approved the Bo ard of sistant Professor and A ssociate nold Sc hildkret as computer per
suggested the reformation of the Fees (distribution) Com- Higher Education were:
Dean . of Community Services, ef- sonnel, effective November 3; also
Arthur Cohen, another addition to
• Dr. William J. Laidlaw, pre- fec tive January 2;
mittee which could act as a valid cross section of student inviously
Vice
n
Preside
• D r. Lois S.Lamdin , previo us- compute1· perso nnel, effective No
Direcand
t
terest in selecting members to the "Deanship Committee."
t or of Research for Cybern-Educa- ly Assistant Professor at Carnegie vember 10.
Council
the
Council,
Student
of
The Fees Committee consists
============;
of (club and organization) Presidents and the Editor of their====== ==== ================
Reporter. On Tuesday, November 25, 1969 the joint meeting
occurred and a seven man panel wa.s elected to serve as the
THE BOARD OF GOVE'RNORS
"Deanship Committee."
of the
A brief review of the Tutorial program occurred. The
tutorial program is sponsored bi Student Council, Sigma Al
GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
pha (the E.S. honor, service society) and the Dept. of Stu
dent Personel Services. A number of classes are now formed
Wish to· announce that .•.
or are being formed in 'problem' areas. Anyone seeking ad
ditional information contact Ron Bruse room 412, Student
•
PETITION CARDS will be circulated in classes ·during the week of December 15th,
Center.
by REUBE

SAMUEL

Student Council, during .the past year has instituted
many worthwhile programs . .. programs that will benefit
you, the evening session student. SUPPORT YOUR STU
DENT COUNCIL.

Another Face . . .

(Continued from Page 9)
was committed o n an unknown number of oriental human beings of
males females children of various ages, and babies, whose names are
unkno'wn ... by· means of shooting them with a rifle.
Her eyes, the only hint of understanding by the soldiers, were
pleading not to be killed. Though she knew ·full well she would be
murdered as the others. At that i nstant an old, hobbling m an was
pushed over t he cliff. A child about five years of age, with his eyes
in wonderment bewilderment, and curio usi ty, l ooked at the dead piles
on the earth. 'The commander looked at the child and fired point
blank in his forehead.
"There were a lot of dead people, about 15 i n a pile.This kid
was just standing there aJnong a lot of dead people. Maybe that's
why the compl!,.Ily commander sh ot him."
What if m an come along and poi nt blankly shot your village
peoples and left t hem t here?

hospital administra tors,

By FARRELL NESS ON

the intention being to illustrate to the Mayor of New York City the graduate com

munity objection to the unfair tuition increase which is pending.
•
Forms for the nomination ,of candidate to the Board of Governors will be mailed
to the graduate community. It is requested that when filing a nomination, full bio

graphical data be furnished regarding the nominee so that the Election committee
may duely publicize the individual.
•

January balloting for representatives to the Board of Governors will be conducted

via mail. Ballotting blank can be expected at that time, with appropriate instructions.

An invitation is extended to Baruch graduate community·to attend.
•

1 /

An open meeting of the Graduate Stud·ents Association in the Oak Lounge of

the 22nd Street building, on 17 December. Purpose of the session will be to present
a resume of the Board's activity during its term of office. In order to accommoda+e

as many graduate students as possible, duplicate meetings will be held between 5:306:30 and between 7:30-8:30. - Coffee and cake will be served.
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Evening Fives Rally Falls Short;
Defeated By Day Session, 92-81

After f�lling behind by 25 points early in the second half, the Baruch Evening Session
basketball team came to life and closed to within seven points before finally bowing to the
Baruch Day Session team, 92-81, in Hansen Hall, Friday night.

At the start of the game the •
Evening team held its own ag�i�st game scored a career high of 2?
the taller Day team..The dnvi_ng points and added nine rebounds.
play of Sopack and Sigmond Fried John Sopack and Captain Jerry
offset some good shooting by Gary Cohen added 20 each. Sopack had
Elman and Jones. With the score 12 rebpunds.
tied .at 8-8 t_he Day team ran eight
The loss was the third straight
_
stra1gh� pomts. T �e � 1ght team
for the Evening team. The Day The Barnch Evening Session
cam� right b_ack with its own run
team
is now 2-1. They have beaten basketball team will try for its
of eight to tie the gami: at 16-16.
the Evening team two years in a first victory Friday night when it
I� was the last of four bes for the
row
after
losing the previous thi'ee hosts New York City Community
mght.
College in Hansen Hall at 7:30.
years.
Mark Stein hit with a hook shot,
Early in the second half the Day The game will be the second part
Mark Posner popped in a jump
of a doubleheader with the Day
team
opened
up
a
54-29
lead.
Then
shot and Larry Anderson took an
the Evening team went to a pres Session team facing Dominican
easy pass from Ed Jackson for a
sure defense and forced the Day College of Blauvelt, N.Y. at 5:00.
layup that broke the game open.
team to turn the ball over. Led by The Day team will also .be at home
Cohen took a lead pass from Bill
Alan Portnoy and Jerry Cohen the tonight (Tuesday) at 5:30 against
Walker to snap the streak, but·the
Evening team put together a 14-4 the Columbia Colleg-e of Pharmacy.
Day team started a new one with spurt to get back in the game.
With three straight losses,. the
Posner, Yates and Stein hitting
Freshman Ken Jones and Charley Evening team is off to its worst
consecutive shots.
Yates helped the Day team get its start in more than a decade. The
Jeff Honig got a three-point play lead back to 20 at 66-46, but the team has had only three losing
for the Night team, but again it Evening team didn't give up.
seasons in the last 14 years.
was only a temporary respite.The They came right back. With John
Baruch wil1 prob.ably go with its
Day team scored 17 of the final 21 Sopack and Portnoy scoring and
new three guard offense sparked
pbints in the half to open up a 47- rebounding well they outscored the
by 5-5 Genaro Ortiz. Jerry Cohen
27 lead.
Day team 17-4 to close to within and Sigmond ·Fried at 5-10 are the
Most of those Day Session points seven points with seven minutes other guards. Up front are 6-3 Alan
were scored on easy layups as the left.
Portnoy and 6-1 John Sopack. The
Evening team got mixed up in its The Day team finally managed lineup gives .away a lot of height,
defensive assignments. In the first to stem the tide by slowing the but has more movement.
half the Day team hit 60 per cent game down and hitting the free
Ready to step in are 6-3 Jeff
of its shots making 22 of 37. The man underneath.The margin stay Honig, 6-0 Bill Walker, 6-5 Bill
Evening team also got 37 shots, ed between seven and 11 points Tountas and 5-7 Bernie Matos.
but could make only 12. Both the rest of the game.
teams hit 50 per i,ent in the second
Baruch Day
Ba.ruch Evening
_; half ,vith theEvening team getting
G F P
G F P
m·ore chances due to the large Anderson
0 6 Cohen
10 0 20
Elman
0 4 Fried
4 0 8
amount of turnovers by the Day Jackson
0 4 Healy
0 0 0
team.
0 16 Honig
1 I 3
Jones
9 5 23
3 7 Portnoy
Posner
Mark Stein led the winners with MacLean
2 4 Ortiz
I O 2
0 4 Sopack
9 2 20
21 points and 17 rebounds. Jones Rosenstein
0 0 0
5 21 Tountas
Stein
had 16 and Yates 14. Coach George Tynes
0 4 Walker
2 1 5
0 8
Wolfe substituted freely during the Williams
0 14
Yates
game with all 11 players scoring
Total
41 10 92 Total
36 9 a1
at least four points.
The Evening team had three
::���� �;�ning
;� �
players with 20 or more points.
Free throws missed: Day (5) - Posner,.
Alan Portnoy playing his finest, stein, Tynes, Jones 2. Evening (9) Sopack 3, Fried 2, Portnoy 2, Ortiz,
Walker.

Baruch Cage rs
Try Agaii n Fri.
1

1

= ��

Officials: Bronsky and Levine.

(Continued from Page 6)
contacts will appreciate this added
convenience, so by all means in
clude it.
When you accept a job, be sure
to have a signed contract between
your employer and yourself. It is
a matter of courtesy to notify
other people to whom you applied
that you are no longer available.
Now you are ready to apply for
a summer job. Good luck!
(Next: The Money Factor)

Dr. Laidlaw

(Continued from Page 7)
of Administration;
Annette Morton, Special Assis
tant to the President;
Anne Grosso, Assistant Director
of College Relations;
Maryann Campbell, Bernard W.
Satun, George Mapps, Arthur Co
hen, and Arnold Schildkret, Com
puter Personnel; and
Nordelle Robinson, a specialist
in the French Language.

1

Tuesday, December 9, 1969

CRO�SWORD PUZZLE
DOWN
1. Bewildered
2.Robber's
"take
home"
worm
3."-De•
9. Baby's
Lovely''
shoe
4. Symbol
10. Egyptian
for iron
dancing
5.Thrusts and
girl
-parries
12. Adam's
6.Horsegrandson
7. Hodgepodge
13. Carry who
8. Egyptian
carried
god
anax
9. Type of
15. Stag,;, of
hairdo
the newt
11. Rank
16. They're
below
louder than
Lt.jg.
\Vords
14.-loss·
17. Tatar
for words
18. Unexpected
delight
19. Gives
out, as
provisions
21. Depletes
(with"up")
25. Swerves
26. Perfect
27. West of
Nod
28. Wrinkle
29. Harte
beests
31. Football
score, abbr.
32.Hindu
holy city
35. One of two,
sometimes
four
36. Excuses
37. Passenger
38. Lusterless
39. Footpaths
41, Confederate
name
42. Scotsman
ACROSS
1. "Oscar"
Robertson
6. African

16_ Greek Today's Answe_r
•A ONl'v' S 3 3 7
god
S71 ">J.J. ,,no
o!war
•• s I g I 7 '$
18. Part
g 3 7• S 3 >I '1N 3 g
o! a
0.1.• S 'tll': 0 .1
3 s >I 31>'.)•N 3 0 3
phono
7 '1 3 a•• 5 � 3 3 /\
graph
nSS I
20. Observe sJsn.l '9 s3 �3 J.
22. Nep
SIN0 1.1.'.:> ,,• .1.
N!O I J.'1N S
tune's
ll
domain 31W 7 '1 JI 3 .J.n
23. Toward -'1071:Jjl
the risin;;
32. Worthless
sun
33. Jewish
24. Heavy
month
hammers
26. A Gershwin 34. Historic
river
and
35.-down
others
28. Whitecaps
(yielded)
30. Boundary: 37. Admirer
comb. form 40. Sun god

"'"

0 SOcket

to it.,/·

GIVE PEACE A CHANCE

_\

(Continued from Page 11)
Does it work? The answer is a qualified yes.. The removal of Gen
eral Hershey and the change of the draft laws were moves designed
to placate the dissent. So was the withdraw! of 60,000 troops by Dec. 15.
Yet these are deceptive. The 60,000 troops were removed from a
total of some 658,100 fighting men, including the men of . the 7th
Fleet a net reduction of 10.6%, which is far from overwhelmmg. And
when' you remember that many of these troops were already scheduled
to leave because their tours of duty had expired, one sort of wonders
if the credibility gap has closed.
Although his actions have been token rather than meaningful t�ey
show that Nixon is listening more than ever. Although the papers give
the quarter million figure, you can be sure that the real figure, 800,000
or whatever, is on the President's desk. And, judging by the fact that
the Administration tried all sorts of tactics to reduce the attendance
of November 15 (such as constantly bringing up the possibility of
violence, or sending F.B.I. agents to bus �omp�nies, aski_ng "inte!li
gence" questions that frightened 200 bus dnvers mto refusmg to drive
the buses they had already promised to drive), Nixon was definitely
concerned.
Considering the tremendous attendance at the Nov. 15 Moratorium,
and the fact that the marches and demonstration themselves were
peaceful, the point was made: Americans want peace, and they don't
think the Administration has been doing enough. Nixon said he received
some 63,000 telegrams from his "silent majority." If 63,000 peopl_e sent
telegTams and/or letters, and more than 250,000 �vent to Y,�shington
D.C. the question becomes almost rhetorical: Who 1s the maJonty? And
if th'ose who oppose the war a1·e the majority, we are going to see more
withdrawals, meaningful withdrawals. Surely there will be many rea
sons for the withd1·awals,, but we should not forget one: the demonstra
tions of the loyal opposition - the dissenters.

If you were always near a socket
when you needed a shave, that
would be one thing.
But you aren't.
You're all over the place.
So you need a shaver that goes where
it's happening.
A shaver like the brand-new battery
operated Norelco Cordless 20B.
With floating heads that fit the curves
of a man's face.
And self-sharpening blades inside those
floating heads that shave close and smooth

every day. The Norelco unique rotary ac
tion keeps the blades sharp while It
strokes off whiskers. Every time you shave.
The Norelco·Cordless gives you close
shaves anywhere. Up to 30 days of shaves
on only 4 penlight batteries.
Handsomely styled in jet black and
chrome, there's even a mirror inside the
cap. So you can see what you're shaving.
And it's small enough to fit your pocket
Very self-sufficient.
All ready to sock it to your beard.

�,eko ®

Even on a beard like yours.
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